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Foreword  

Welcome to school governance. Thank you for volunteering to take on this important 
role that makes a difference to the lives of children, young people and the local 
community. After the year the country has had with the pandemic, more than ever, 
schools and their leaders need the support of committed individuals who are also 
willing to hold them to account on behalf of their pupils. 

School governing is not a role to be undertaken lightly.  
It carries significant responsibility, akin to being a non-
executive director of a company or a charity trustee; indeed 
some of you volunteering at academies will be directors 
and trustees. The National Governance Association (NGA) 
publishes another induction guide specifically for trustees  
of multi academy trusts (MATs).

Trustees and governors are the guardians of the trust’s 
or school’s values and ethos. NGA supports the work of 
governing boards in setting the vision and strategic priorities 
for improving the education of pupils. You can set your own 
agendas and measure what you value. Governing boards do 
not have to wait to be told by the powers that be before you 
take the initiative and make changes in the way you work.

Just because a school has always done things in a certain 
way doesn’t mean it’s necessarily the right way. Asking good 
questions is at the heart of good governance – asking school 
leaders the right questions, at the right time, in the right way. 
Sometimes you will ask questions about what you or other 
members of the governing board have seen yourselves. 
There is also much to learn from other schools and by 
using published information to begin a rich conversation. 
Do also ask questions of the rest of the governing board as 
well. Is its work focusing resources on improving education 
and enabling pupils to thrive? At the end of each meeting, 
consider what was achieved in the interests of pupils.

You must establish professional relationships with school 
leaders, based on mutual respect and trust. Take sound 
advice before making decisions: sometimes that should be 
external advice. Understanding the organisation you govern 
is important. Not everyone is able to spend much time visiting 
during the school day, but between the members of the 
board, you need to monitor the priorities you have collectively 
set. Make sure you do not encroach on the operational role 
that you employ school leaders to perform. Governance is 
largely a thinking role, not a doing one.

Governing boards need to ensure their stakeholders – staff, 
parents and pupils – are listened to. The workloads of 
teachers have been rising: even more than usual has been 
asked of schools during COVID-19. The governing board has 
a role to play in creating a culture in which your staff perform 
well, are developed further and wish to stay. 

Successive governments have made it their mission to 
improve the attainment of children from disadvantaged 
families. Unfortunately, there is still a long way to go. 
Governing boards must monitor this and seek out the best 
ways for their school to make a difference, including by the 
use of the pupil premium funding. 

You have joined the band of 250,000 volunteers at a time of 
financial constraint but I hope new possibilities. There will be 
important decisions to be made and lots to learn, but there 
are many resources to help you. Seek out induction training; 
to supplement local training, NGA has thorough induction 
e-learning modules on Learning Link and offers our GOLD 
members a virtual session to complement this guide. Use 
knowledgeable people close to hand: the clerk to the board 
should be an invaluable source and you should be given a 
mentor, perhaps the vice chair of the board.

Governors and trustees who are members of NGA are kept 
abreast of developments through our weekly e-newsletter 
and our magazine, Governing Matters. We are the voice of 
school and trust governance on the national stage, but we 
also provide guidance and answer our members’ questions, 
supporting boards to improve their practice. If you are not a 
member but want to join us, please visit www.nga.org.uk. 

We hope you find this induction guide helpful. Please do get 
in touch with us if you have any feedback.

Good luck governing and we look forward to hearing from 
you in the future.

Emma Knights OBE
Chief Executive,
National Governance Association
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About this guide 

Welcome to Governance is designed to be an induction/entry level guide for those new to school governance, 
and those who wish to refresh their knowledge of key roles, responsibilities and good practice.

Welcome to Governance is for:
    Governors at a local authority (LA) maintained school

    Trustees at an academy trust consisting of a single school (SAT)

    Academy committee members, ie those governing at an academy that is part of  
a multi academy trust (MAT) sometimes referred to as the local governing body 

Academy committee members should use Welcome to Governance alongside the Scheme of Delegation 
(SoD) for the MAT their school is part of. This is important as the SoD defines the board’s level of 
responsibility and accountability, which in some areas may differ to the governing board at a LA 
maintained school or SAT. 

Section 9.4 provides additional guidance for those governing at an academy within a MAT. 

How to use Welcome to Governance
Each chapter covers a specific topic and contains the important information needed at the entry level. We suggest 
reading chapters 1-4 prior to and during your induction to the governing board. 

Chapters 5-8 are equally as important but will become more useful when you are acquainted with the strategy 
for your school and the current priorities of the governing board. Welcome to Governance can also be used as 
a reference guide. You can return to chapters and topics as and when you need to. Use the helpful glossary to 
navigate common acronyms and jargon. 

At the end of each chapter, we provide a list of three basic actions you can take to embed your learning and start 
you on the path to becoming effective in the role. These are not the only actions (or necessarily the most important) 
you should take – they have been selected because they are straightforward, yet will have an impact on how you 
govern going forward.

As a member of NGA, you have instant access to the Knowledge Centre, the area of our website 
that contains a wealth of guidance and practical resources to support effective governance. Use the 
Knowledge Centre to explore topics further and build confidence in carrying out your role. 

Links to relevant Knowledge Centre resources feature throughout this guide.  
www.nga.org.uk/knowledge-centre

NGA Learning Link offers flexible e-learning to help governors, trustees, chairs and clerks develop their 
governance skills and knowledge.

To find out more visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink	
Chapters 1-8 include a summary of e-learning modules relevant to that chapter.
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1Introduction to the school system

This	chapter	provides	an	overview	of:

  The stages of education
  The types of school
  School structures and groups
  How schools are funded
  What pupils are taught and how they are assessed
  Teachers – their professional responsibilities and standards
  Oversight in the system

1.1 The stages of education 
Education is compulsory for all children between the ages of 5 and 16. Across the UK there are five stages of education:

Age Stage School years Features

3-5 Early years Includes state (local authority-funded) nursery schools, 
nursery classes and reception classes within primary 
schools, as well as settings outside the state sector

5-11 Primary Reception – year 6 Sometimes subdivided into infant and junior

11-16 Secondary Year 7 – 11 
(up to year 13 if the school has  
a sixth form)

There are also sixth form colleges just for year 12 and 
13 students

Post-16 Further education

Higher education

Post-16 education is not compulsory; however, young 
people must stay in some type of education or training 
until the age of 18
Work and study can be combined 

All-through schools take pupils from age 4 or 5 to 16 or 18. 

Three-tier systems are used in some areas in England, with first school (reception to year 3/4), middle school 
(year 4/5 to year 7/8) and high school (year 8/9-year 13).
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1.2 Types of state school
Below we describe the characteristics of the most common types of state school. Chapter 2 explains governing board 
responsibilities specific to each type of school.

Schools maintained and funded by the local authority (LA)

Community schools 	§ LA is the direct employer of school staff

	§ governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher)

	§ land and buildings owned by the LA

	§ LA is responsible for pupil admissions and appeals

Voluntary controlled schools 	§ usually have a religious character 

	§ LA is the direct employer of school staff

	§ governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher)

	§ land and buildings usually owned by a trust (often a religious body) – the trust can appoint 
members of the governing board

	§ LA is responsible for pupil admissions and appeals

Voluntary aided schools 	§ usually have a religious character (established by religious organisation)

	§ governing board is the direct employer of school staff

	§ land and buildings (apart from playing fields) usually owned by a charitable foundation

	§ governing board is responsible for pupil admissions and appeals

Foundation and trust schools 	§ governing board is the direct employer of school staff

	§ governing board is responsible for pupil admissions and appeals

	§ land and buildings usually owned by the foundation or governing board

Schools funded directly by the government

Academies and free schools 	§ run by not-for-profit academy trusts

	§ independent from the LA

	§ have greater freedoms to change how they are run (eg can follow a different curriculum)

Includes: 

	§ converter academies

	§ sponsor academies set up to replace underperforming schools

	§ university technical colleges, which cater for pupils aged 14-19, and have university and 
employer sponsors

Other types of school

Special schools §	can be any type of maintained or academy school

§	provide specialist education provision to pupils with an education, health and care plan 
(EHCP) or statement of special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) 

Grammar schools §	run by the LA, a foundation body or an academy trust

§	select pupils based on academic ability and there is a test to get in

Pupil referral units (PRUs) §	funded by the LA

§	cater for children who aren’t able to attend a mainstream school or special school
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1.3 State school structures and groups 
Schools that operate as individual institutions are commonly 
referred to as standalone schools. They can be either  
LA maintained or an academy trust consisting of a single 
school (SAT). Some LA maintained schools choose to 
become academies. If an LA maintained school is judged 
‘inadequate’ by Ofsted (see below) then it must become  
an academy. 

Groups of schools 
The context for schools in England has undergone 
significant change in recent years. More schools have joined 
groups, either as a federation of LA maintained schools 
or as part of a multi academy trust (MAT); the number of 
MATs continues to grow. Many other schools work together 
without formal arrangements, where staff and practitioners 
share good practice.

The benefits of schools being part of a group include 
economies of scale, shared facilities and resources. Forming 
or joining a group can be a way of helping another local 
school to improve, or of retaining the best staff by creating 
career progression opportunities across the organisation. 

Federations 
A federation is a formal structure between two or more 
LA maintained schools with one governing board that is 
accountable for a number of schools. Whilst the schools 
retain their own identity and admission arrangements, 
they may choose to have an executive headteacher with 
oversight across all the schools in the federation as well  
as the headteachers in each school. 

MATs 
In MATs, the board of trustees is responsible for all the 
academies within the group, and are accountable for 
all governance functions for the academies within the 
trust. However, in practice, many governance functions 
are delegated to board committees, executive leaders, 
academy committees (sometimes referred to as local 
governing boards) or regional committees, and academy 
headteachers/principals. 

1.4 How state schools are funded 
There are two major types of school funding: 

	§ Revenue funding pays for the day-to-day running costs 
of the school: staff salaries, stationery, heating and 
lighting bills.

	§ Capital funding is money provided for spending on 
school buildings and major items such as IT equipment. 
This funding may not be spent on the day-to-day 
running costs of the school or on routine maintenance.

The allocation of funding to schools
LA maintained schools
LA maintained schools currently receive their revenue 
funding from their LA through a central government grant 
known as the dedicated schools grant (DSG). The majority 
of the DSG is delegated directly to individual schools based 
on the number of pupils in schools and other factors, such 
as pupils with a high level of special educational needs. LAs 
can retain a proportion of the DSG for centrally provided 
services such as school improvement.

All LA maintained schools receive a small amount of capital 
funding through the devolved capital fund. This is calculated 
as a lump sum plus an amount per pupil.

Academies
Academies receive their revenue funding from the Education 
Skills and Funding Agency (ESFA), an arm’s-length body of 
the Department for Education (DfE). Funding for academies 
is known as the general annual grant (GAG) and is allocated 
on the same basis as maintained schools. 

All academies receive devolved formula capital funding 
to address their own priorities for new buildings or major 
refurbishments. This is calculated as a lump sum plus an 
amount per pupil. For larger capital projects, SATs and MATs 
with fewer than five schools or 3,000 pupils are required to 
bid to the ESFA. 

Special schools
All state-funded special schools are funded via a place-
plus method. This provides base funding dependent on 
the number of agreed places in the school, followed by 
additional (top-up) funding to meet the needs of individual 
pupils, where required. LA maintained special schools 
receive their place funding via their LA and special school 
academies via the ESFA. The top-up funding is provided by 
the LA where the pupil lives.

National Funding Formula for schools
The National Funding Formula (NFF) is a standardised formula 
to distribute funds directly from central government to every 
mainstream state-funded school in England. The NFF was 
announced in 2017 but has not yet been fully implemented 
and so, in 2020/21, schools will continue to be funded 
according to the relevant local authority’s formula.
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	Access e-learning to help governors, trustees, chairs and clerks develop their governance skills and knowledge. With over 50 high-quality e-learning modules, and bitesize ‘just in time’ modules, Learning Link provides flexible e-learning anytime, anywhere.
	Learning collections include structures, roles and responsibilities; good governance; vision, ethos and strategic direction; pupil success and wellbeing; the best use of resources; compliance; and much more.
	NGA Learning Link is a cost-effective way to secure comprehensive training for governors, trustees, chairs and clerks on the full range of their responsibilities. Without NGA membership, NGA Learning Link is £169 per year. NGA members can purchase Learning Link at discounted prices.

	Type of NGA MembershipLearning Link priceNONE£169GOLD£169    £85STANDARD£169    £125
	Type of NGA MembershipLearning Link priceNONE£169GOLD£169    £85STANDARD£169    £125
	Type of NGA MembershipLearning Link priceNONE£169GOLD£169    £85STANDARD£169    £125
	Type of NGA MembershipLearning Link priceNONE£169GOLD£169    £85STANDARD£169    £125



	Discounts are available for multiple purchases for multi academy trusts and local authority governor services.
	Discounts are available for multiple purchases for multi academy trusts and local authority governor services.
	Start your free trial today and preview a selection of our modules.
	 

	www.nga.org.uk/learninglink
	www.nga.org.uk/learninglink

	Please check our website for up-to-date details.
	Please check our website for up-to-date details.
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	About this guide 
	About this guide 
	Welcome to Governance is designed to be an induction/entry level guide for those new to school governance, and those who wish to refresh their knowledge of key roles, responsibilities and good practice.
	Welcome to Governance is for:
	    Governors at a local authority (LA) maintained school
	    Governors at a local authority (LA) maintained school
	    Trustees at an academy trust consisting of a single school (SAT)
	    Academy committee members, ie those governing at an academy that is part of a multi academy trust (MAT) sometimes referred to as the local governing body 
	 


	Academy committee members should use Welcome to Governance alongside the Scheme of Delegation (SoD) for the MAT their school is part of. This is important as the SoD defines the board’s level of responsibility and accountability, which in some areas may differ to the governing board at a LA maintained school or SAT. 
	Academy committee members should use Welcome to Governance alongside the Scheme of Delegation (SoD) for the MAT their school is part of. This is important as the SoD defines the board’s level of responsibility and accountability, which in some areas may differ to the governing board at a LA maintained school or SAT. 
	Section 9.4 provides additional guidance for those governing at an academy within a MAT. 

	How to use Welcome to Governance
	How to use Welcome to Governance
	How to use Welcome to Governance

	Each chapter covers a specific topic and contains the important information needed at the entry level. We suggest reading chapters 1-4 prior to and during your induction to the governing board. 
	Chapters 5-8 are equally as important but will become more useful when you are acquainted with the strategy for your school and the current priorities of the governing board. Welcome to Governance can also be used as a reference guide. You can return to chapters and topics as and when you need to. Use the helpful glossary to navigate common acronyms and jargon. 
	At the end of each chapter, we provide a list of three basic actions you can take to embed your learning and start you on the path to becoming effective in the role. These are not the only actions (or necessarily the most important) you should take – they have been selected because they are straightforward, yet will have an impact on how you govern going forward.


	As a member of NGA, you have instant access to the Knowledge Centre, the area of our website that contains a wealth of guidance and practical resources to support effective governance. Use the Knowledge Centre to explore topics further and build confidence in carrying out your role. 
	As a member of NGA, you have instant access to the Knowledge Centre, the area of our website that contains a wealth of guidance and practical resources to support effective governance. Use the Knowledge Centre to explore topics further and build confidence in carrying out your role. 
	Links to relevant Knowledge Centre resources feature throughout this guide. 
	 


	www.nga.org.uk/knowledge-centre
	www.nga.org.uk/knowledge-centre
	NGA Learning Link offers flexible e-learning to help governors, trustees, chairs and clerks develop their governance skills and knowledge.
	NGA Learning Link offers flexible e-learning to help governors, trustees, chairs and clerks develop their governance skills and knowledge.

	To find out more visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink.
	To find out more visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink.
	Chapters 1-8 include a summary of e-learning modules relevant to that chapter.


	Introduction to the school system
	This.chapter.provides.an.overview.of:
	This.chapter.provides.an.overview.of:
	  The stages of education
	  The types of school
	  School structures and groups
	  How schools are funded
	  What pupils are taught and how they are assessed
	  Teachers – their professional responsibilities and standards
	  Oversight in the system

	1.1 The stages of education 
	1.1 The stages of education 
	Education is compulsory for all children between the ages of 5 and 16. Across the UK there are five stages of education:

	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Age 
	Stage
	School years
	Features

	3-5
	3-5
	Early years
	TD
	Artifact

	Includes state (local authority-funded) nursery schools, nursery classes and reception classes within primary schools, as well as settings outside the state sector

	5-11
	5-11
	Primary
	Reception – year 6
	Sometimes subdivided into infant and junior

	11-16
	11-16
	Secondary
	Year 7 – 11 (up to year 13 if the school has  a sixth form)
	There are also sixth form colleges just for year 12 and 13 students

	Post-16
	Post-16
	Further educationHigher education
	TD
	Artifact

	Post-16 education is not compulsory; however, young people must stay in some type of education or training until the age of 18Work and study can be combined 























	All-through schools take pupils from age 4 or 5 to 16 or 18. 
	All-through schools take pupils from age 4 or 5 to 16 or 18. 
	Three-tier systems are used in some areas in England, with first school (reception to year 3/4), middle school (year 4/5 to year 7/8) and high school (year 8/9-year 13).

	1.2 Types of state school
	1.2 Types of state school
	Below we describe the characteristics of the most common types of state school. Chapter 2 explains governing board responsibilities specific to each type of school.

	Schools maintained and funded by the local authority (LA)Community schools.§LA is the direct employer of school staff.§governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher).§land and buildings owned by the LA.§LA is responsible for pupil admissions and appealsVoluntary controlled schools.§usually have a religious character .§LA is the direct employer of school staff.§governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher).§land and buildings 
	Schools maintained and funded by the local authority (LA)Community schools.§LA is the direct employer of school staff.§governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher).§land and buildings owned by the LA.§LA is responsible for pupil admissions and appealsVoluntary controlled schools.§usually have a religious character .§LA is the direct employer of school staff.§governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher).§land and buildings 
	Schools maintained and funded by the local authority (LA)Community schools.§LA is the direct employer of school staff.§governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher).§land and buildings owned by the LA.§LA is responsible for pupil admissions and appealsVoluntary controlled schools.§usually have a religious character .§LA is the direct employer of school staff.§governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher).§land and buildings 
	Schools maintained and funded by the local authority (LA)Community schools.§LA is the direct employer of school staff.§governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher).§land and buildings owned by the LA.§LA is responsible for pupil admissions and appealsVoluntary controlled schools.§usually have a religious character .§LA is the direct employer of school staff.§governing board has some employer responsibilities (such as appointing the headteacher).§land and buildings 



	Schools funded directly by the governmentAcademies and free schools.§run by not-for-profit academy trusts.§independent from the LA.§have greater freedoms to change how they are run (eg can follow a different curriculum)Includes: .§converter academies.§sponsor academies set up to replace underperforming schools.§university technical colleges, which cater for pupils aged 14-19, and have university and employer sponsors
	Schools funded directly by the governmentAcademies and free schools.§run by not-for-profit academy trusts.§independent from the LA.§have greater freedoms to change how they are run (eg can follow a different curriculum)Includes: .§converter academies.§sponsor academies set up to replace underperforming schools.§university technical colleges, which cater for pupils aged 14-19, and have university and employer sponsors
	Schools funded directly by the governmentAcademies and free schools.§run by not-for-profit academy trusts.§independent from the LA.§have greater freedoms to change how they are run (eg can follow a different curriculum)Includes: .§converter academies.§sponsor academies set up to replace underperforming schools.§university technical colleges, which cater for pupils aged 14-19, and have university and employer sponsors
	Schools funded directly by the governmentAcademies and free schools.§run by not-for-profit academy trusts.§independent from the LA.§have greater freedoms to change how they are run (eg can follow a different curriculum)Includes: .§converter academies.§sponsor academies set up to replace underperforming schools.§university technical colleges, which cater for pupils aged 14-19, and have university and employer sponsors
	Schools funded directly by the governmentAcademies and free schools.§run by not-for-profit academy trusts.§independent from the LA.§have greater freedoms to change how they are run (eg can follow a different curriculum)Includes: .§converter academies.§sponsor academies set up to replace underperforming schools.§university technical colleges, which cater for pupils aged 14-19, and have university and employer sponsors
	Schools funded directly by the governmentAcademies and free schools.§run by not-for-profit academy trusts.§independent from the LA.§have greater freedoms to change how they are run (eg can follow a different curriculum)Includes: .§converter academies.§sponsor academies set up to replace underperforming schools.§university technical colleges, which cater for pupils aged 14-19, and have university and employer sponsors
	Schools funded directly by the governmentAcademies and free schools.§run by not-for-profit academy trusts.§independent from the LA.§have greater freedoms to change how they are run (eg can follow a different curriculum)Includes: .§converter academies.§sponsor academies set up to replace underperforming schools.§university technical colleges, which cater for pupils aged 14-19, and have university and employer sponsors
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	Special schools
	Special schools
	§.can be any type of maintained or academy school§.provide specialist education provision to pupils with an education, health and care plan (EHCP) or statement of special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) 

	Grammar schools
	Grammar schools
	§.run by the LA, a foundation body or an academy trust§.select pupils based on academic ability and there is a test to get in

	Pupil referral units (PRUs)
	Pupil referral units (PRUs)
	§.funded by the LA§.cater for children who aren’t able to attend a mainstream school or special school































































































































































































	1.3 State school structures and groups 
	1.3 State school structures and groups 
	Schools that operate as individual institutions are commonly referred to as standalone schools. They can be either LA maintained or an academy trust consisting of a single school (SAT). Some LA maintained schools choose to become academies. If an LA maintained school is judged ‘inadequate’ by Ofsted (see below) then it must become an academy. 
	 
	 

	Groups of schools 
	The context for schools in England has undergone significant change in recent years. More schools have joined groups, either as a federation of LA maintained schools or as part of a multi academy trust (MAT); the number of MATs continues to grow. Many other schools work together without formal arrangements, where staff and practitioners share good practice.
	The benefits of schools being part of a group include economies of scale, shared facilities and resources. Forming or joining a group can be a way of helping another local school to improve, or of retaining the best staff by creating career progression opportunities across the organisation. 
	Federations 
	A federation is a formal structure between two or more LA maintained schools with one governing board that is accountable for a number of schools. Whilst the schools retain their own identity and admission arrangements, they may choose to have an executive headteacher with oversight across all the schools in the federation as well as the headteachers in each school. 
	 

	MATs 
	In MATs, the board of trustees is responsible for all the academies within the group, and are accountable for all governance functions for the academies within the trust. However, in practice, many governance functions are delegated to board committees, executive leaders, academy committees (sometimes referred to as local governing boards) or regional committees, and academy headteachers/principals. 
	1.4 How state schools are funded 
	There are two major types of school funding: 
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Revenue funding pays for the day-to-day running costs of the school: staff salaries, stationery, heating and lighting bills.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Capital funding is money provided for spending on school buildings and major items such as IT equipment. This funding may not be spent on the day-to-day running costs of the school or on routine maintenance.


	The allocation of funding to schools
	LA maintained schools
	LA maintained schools currently receive their revenue funding from their LA through a central government grant known as the dedicated schools grant (DSG). The majority of the DSG is delegated directly to individual schools based on the number of pupils in schools and other factors, such as pupils with a high level of special educational needs. LAs can retain a proportion of the DSG for centrally provided services such as school improvement.
	All LA maintained schools receive a small amount of capital funding through the devolved capital fund. This is calculated as a lump sum plus an amount per pupil.
	Academies
	Academies receive their revenue funding from the Education Skills and Funding Agency (ESFA), an arm’s-length body of the Department for Education (DfE). Funding for academies is known as the general annual grant (GAG) and is allocated on the same basis as maintained schools. 
	All academies receive devolved formula capital funding to address their own priorities for new buildings or major refurbishments. This is calculated as a lump sum plus an amount per pupil. For larger capital projects, SATs and MATs with fewer than five schools or 3,000 pupils are required to bid to the ESFA. 
	Special schools
	All state-funded special schools are funded via a place-plus method. This provides base funding dependent on the number of agreed places in the school, followed by additional (top-up) funding to meet the needs of individual pupils, where required. LA maintained special schools receive their place funding via their LA and special school academies via the ESFA. The top-up funding is provided by the LA where the pupil lives.
	National Funding Formula for schools
	The National Funding Formula (NFF) is a standardised formula to distribute funds directly from central government to every mainstream state-funded school in England. The NFF was announced in 2017 but has not yet been fully implemented and so, in 2020/21, schools will continue to be funded according to the relevant local authority’s formula.
	Pupil premium and catch-up premium funding
	Pupil premium aims to close the gap in achievement between disadvantaged pupils and others. It is up to schools and academies to assess their pupils’ needs and use the funding to improve attainment. Pupil premium funding is for:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Pupils registered for free school meals (FSM) in the past six years.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Pupils currently or previously under the care of the LA. 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Children whose parents have served in HM Forces at any time in the past six years, and children in receipt of a child pension from the Ministry of Defence (this is sometimes called the service premium).


	The ‘catch-up premium’ aims to tackle the impact of lost teaching time caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The funding is allocated on a per-pupil basis.
	 
	 

	Governing boards have a role in determining how the pupil premium and catch-up premium is spent and monitoring the impact of the expenditure.
	Other funding streams available to schools 
	Other streams of funding that support schools to deliver education include:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Universal infant free school meals (UIFSM) is flat-rate funding available for all children in reception, year 1 and year 2. Schools with eligible pupils are required to offer each pupil a free school lunch every day. 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Primary school PE and sport premium funding, which is based on the number of pupils in years 1 to 6. This funding is ringfenced and must be allocated to school sports provision, but it is up to schools to decide how it will be spent. 


	Following the COVID-19 outbreak, the government allocated funding to support schools in the following areas: 
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	The coronavirus catch-up premium, which aims to tackle the impact of lost teaching time.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	The coronavirus workforce fund, which eligible schools can claim to cover the costs associated with teacher absences.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Funding costs relating to coronavirus incurred during a specific period, which eligible schools can claim.
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	Funding for technology support for remote learning platforms, which schools can apply for.


	1.5  What pupils are taught in state schools and how they are assessed
	The curriculum is the content and subjects that pupils are taught at school, and a framework for what pupils should know and be able to do at different stages in their education and by the time they leave school. 
	The table below shows the assessment procedure at various key stages:
	The national curriculum
	The national curriculum is a set of subjects and standards used by primary and secondary schools, so pupils learn the same things. It covers what subjects are taught and the standards children should reach in each subject. It is organised into four blocks of study and attainment called ‘key stages’. 
	LA maintained schools are required to follow the national curriculum and many academies are also required to follow it under their funding agreements. Other academies choose to do so to make sure they meet required standards by which they are inspected.
	Assessment and statutory testing 
	Assessment is carried out throughout the compulsory stages of education. Teachers will continually assess how pupils are progressing. Schools are free to decide what system they use to track pupils’ progress within the school.
	In addition, statutory formal assessments are carried out for which the government sets pupils’ expected level of achievement. 
	1.6  Teachers – their professional responsibilities and standards 
	The contractual framework covering the professional responsibilities and statutory entitlements of teachers and headteachers, along with the pay at different stages of their careers, are set out in the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Document (STPCD) published annually by the DfE.
	 

	The STPCD applies to LA maintained schools but not to academies, who are free to set their own terms for pay and conditions, although many choose to use the STPCD. Also, staff who were covered by the STPCD before a school converted to academy status have a legal entitlement to retain their terms and conditions.
	In addition to the STPCD, a set of teachers’ standards lays out the expectations for professional practice and conduct of teachers. In maintained schools, teachers (including headteachers) must be assessed against the teachers’ standards as part of their annual performance appraisal. 
	The DfE has also produced national best-practice standards for headteachers. This non-statutory guidance can be used by governing boards to assist them when reviewing the performance of the headteacher.
	1.7 Oversight 
	First and foremost, schools are overseen by their governing boards as the accountable bodies in law. Governing boards must act collectively in the best interests of the children, ensuring the good conduct of the school and promoting high standards of educational achievement. 
	Systemic oversight of schools is carried out by the following bodies.
	 

	Local authorities 
	The local authority is responsible for the maintained schools in its jurisdiction. They are the direct employers of all staff in community and voluntary controlled schools and the owners of school land and premises in community schools.
	On a strategic level, local authorities have responsibilities relating to the coordination of admissions, the formal assessment of pupils with SEND, and safeguarding.
	The local authority can intervene and take formal action if a maintained school in its jurisdiction is judged inadequate by Ofsted, or where there is financial mismanagement or failure of governance. 
	Dioceses and religious bodies
	For schools with a religious character, the relevant diocese or religious body exercises general oversight and provides support. Their responsibilities include, but are not limited to, overseeing the governing body’s maintenance of the religious character of the school and facilitating inspections to evaluate the quality of religious education and collective worship. They may also have a key role in appointing foundation governors to the board.
	Regional schools commissioners (RSCs)
	RSCs are civil servants who act on behalf of the secretary of state. There are eight RSCs serving different regions, reporting to one national schools commissioner.
	Their responsibilities include, but are not restricted to: intervening in underperforming academies and free schools; making decisions on conversion to academy status or significant changes to existing academies and free schools; encouraging and deciding on applications for academy sponsors; and brokering agreements between underperforming maintained schools and academy sponsors. 
	In the case of a failing or underperforming school, the RSC will have the ultimate say in what action must be taken to improve the school. 
	The Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA)
	The ESFA is an executive agency of the DfE accountable for funding education, apprenticeships and training for children, young people and adults. ESFA’s accounting officer must be satisfied that academy trusts have appropriate arrangements for sound governance, financial management, value for money and accounting, and that trusts’ use of public funds is consistent with the purposes voted by Parliament. 
	 

	Where the ESFA has concerns about financial management and/or governance in an academy trust it may issue, and publish, a Financial Notice to Improve (FNtI). The trust must comply with the FNtI; failure to do so may result in termination of the funding agreement.
	The Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills (Ofsted) 
	Ofsted is the body designated by government and legislation to inspect maintained and independent schools, including academies.
	Inspection provides independent, external evaluation and identifies what needs to improve in order for provision to be good or better. It is based on gathering a range of evidence that is evaluated against an inspection framework and takes full account of policies and relevant legislation in areas such as safeguarding, equality and diversity.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/ofsted-guide
	


	Stage Age assessmentcarried outType of assessment Expected level of achievementFoundation4/5Teacher assessmentPupils are assessed as ‘emerging’, ‘expected’ or ‘exceeding’ against the early years foundation stage (EYFS) profileKS16/7 (end of year 2)Combination of national curriculum tests and teacher assessmentA scaled score of 100 for national curriculum tests, meeting ‘expected progress’ performance descriptors for teacher assessmentKS210/11 (end of year 6)National curriculum tests and separate teacher ass
	Stage Age assessmentcarried outType of assessment Expected level of achievementFoundation4/5Teacher assessmentPupils are assessed as ‘emerging’, ‘expected’ or ‘exceeding’ against the early years foundation stage (EYFS) profileKS16/7 (end of year 2)Combination of national curriculum tests and teacher assessmentA scaled score of 100 for national curriculum tests, meeting ‘expected progress’ performance descriptors for teacher assessmentKS210/11 (end of year 6)National curriculum tests and separate teacher ass
	Stage Age assessmentcarried outType of assessment Expected level of achievementFoundation4/5Teacher assessmentPupils are assessed as ‘emerging’, ‘expected’ or ‘exceeding’ against the early years foundation stage (EYFS) profileKS16/7 (end of year 2)Combination of national curriculum tests and teacher assessmentA scaled score of 100 for national curriculum tests, meeting ‘expected progress’ performance descriptors for teacher assessmentKS210/11 (end of year 6)National curriculum tests and separate teacher ass
	Stage Age assessmentcarried outType of assessment Expected level of achievementFoundation4/5Teacher assessmentPupils are assessed as ‘emerging’, ‘expected’ or ‘exceeding’ against the early years foundation stage (EYFS) profileKS16/7 (end of year 2)Combination of national curriculum tests and teacher assessmentA scaled score of 100 for national curriculum tests, meeting ‘expected progress’ performance descriptors for teacher assessmentKS210/11 (end of year 6)National curriculum tests and separate teacher ass



	Note – A reception baseline assessment (RBA) was to be introduced in September 2020 but was delayed. It is optional for schools to complete in 2021. The existing key stage 1 (KS1) assessments – both national curriculum tests and teacher assessments – will become non-statutory once the reception baseline is fully established.
	Note – A reception baseline assessment (RBA) was to be introduced in September 2020 but was delayed. It is optional for schools to complete in 2021. The existing key stage 1 (KS1) assessments – both national curriculum tests and teacher assessments – will become non-statutory once the reception baseline is fully established.
	GCSEs now follow the grading structure 9-1, instead of A*-G.
	Students are also able to study towards the ‘technical baccalaureate’ (TechBacc), which provides a high-quality alternative to the traditional academic route for young people aspiring to pursue a vocational career.
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	The core functions and 
	 
	responsibilities of governing boards


	This.chapter.provides.an.overview.of.governing.board:
	This.chapter.provides.an.overview.of.governing.board:
	  Core functions 
	  Legal and compliance responsibilities
	  Wider responsibilities
	For.further.detailed.information.you.should.refer.to.the.following.resources.on.www.gov.uk:.
	...The.Governance.Handbook:.guidance.from.the.Department.for.Education,.which.sets.out.the.government’s.vision.and.priorities.for.effective.school.and.trust.governance.
	...The.Academies.Financial.Handbook.(AFH):.guidance.from.the.Education.and.Skills.Funding.Agency,.which.sets.out.the.financial.and.governance.responsibilities.of.academy.trust.boards..

	The overarching aim of governing boards is to ensure the wellbeing of the children and young people in our schools and enable them to achieve to the best of their ability. The challenge of governance is accomplishing this by discharging core functions (see section 2.1) as well as fulfilling the legal, compliance and wider responsibilities that boards have.
	2.1  The core functions of governing boards
	2.1  The core functions of governing boards
	 

	School governance is strategic not operational. The day-to-day running of the school is the responsibility of the headteacher. The headteacher fulfils this responsibility through implementing a strategic plan agreed with the governing board. 
	School governance regulations and the DfE Governance Handbook identify three core functions for governing boards:
	1. ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction
	2.  holding executive leaders to account for the educational performance of the organisation and its pupils, and the performance management of staff
	3.  overseeing the financial performance of the organisation and making sure its money is well spent

	NGA recognises the following as the fourth core function of governance:
	 

	4. ensuring the voices of school stakeholders are heard
	4. ensuring the voices of school stakeholders are heard
	Chapters 5-8 explain how the governing board should discharge these functions.
	The key responsibilities are set out below, along with the guidance available on the NGA Knowledge Centre on how governing boards should fulfil them.

	2.2  Legal and compliance responsibilities
	2.2  Legal and compliance responsibilities
	Governing boards fulfil legal and compliance responsibilities across a range of areas. Some of these responsibilities vary according to the type of school. The key responsibilities are set out below.

	Employment
	Employment
	Despite some governing boards not being the ‘legal employer’ of staff in their school, all governing boards will have responsibilities as employers. The level of responsibility differs depending on the type of school. All governing 

	Type of school:LA CommunityLA Voluntary controlled(usually with a religious character)LA Voluntary aidedLAFoundationLA Trust (foundation schools which form a trust)Academies and free schoolsEmploymentAdmissions Owner.of.land/buildingssometimes
	boards have a duty of care towards their executive leader, including ensuring a safe and secure working environment, a reasonable work-life balance and support for their wellbeing. Operational employment decisions should be delegated to the headteacher to exercise. 
	boards have a duty of care towards their executive leader, including ensuring a safe and secure working environment, a reasonable work-life balance and support for their wellbeing. Operational employment decisions should be delegated to the headteacher to exercise. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/staffing
	

	Admissions
	In schools where the governing board is responsible for admissions arrangements, they act as the admissions authority. As such, they must comply with the School Admissions Code and set out the school’s procedure, criteria and practices used to allocate school places each year. They are also responsible for arranging admission appeals. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/admissions-and-exclusions
	

	Land and buildings ownership
	Land and buildings ownership

	In foundation schools, the land and buildings are usually owned by the foundation (eg religious organisation) or governing board. In most other cases, the LA owns the land and buildings. The responsibility associated with land ownership varies a great deal so it’s important that each governing board understands its own situation. 
	Budget and finance 
	Governing boards have a legal responsibility for the financial management of the school, which includes deciding how the budget is spent. As part of its strategic role, the governing board must set the educational and financial priorities for the school, approve an appropriate budget and monitor expenditure against the approved budget. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/finance
	

	Complaints
	The governing board is responsible for ensuring the school has a procedure for dealing with complaints. The governing board must publish its complaints procedure and schools must make clear to parents where they can find it. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/complaints
	

	Curriculum 
	Governing boards must ensure the school has a broad and balanced curriculum, which promotes the spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical development of pupils, and prepares them for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of adult life. This includes the provision of health education and relationships and sex education, the compulsory elements of which are prescribed for the different stages of education (see chapter 1). Governing boards must also ensure the school meets its legal duty to
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/curriculum-guidance
	

	Data protection
	Schools must comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) when handling information belonging to pupils, staff, parents and governors and trustees. The governing board has overall responsibility for matters relating to data protection. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/complying-with-GDPR
	

	Equalities
	Governing boards have a duty to comply with The Equality Act 2010. The main provisions of the act outlaw discrimination and apply to all employers. The act also includes a distinct public sector equality duty (PSED), which applies only to public bodies.
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/equality
	

	Exclusions
	The governing board must review the headteacher’s decision to exclude pupils in certain cases, and it will usually appoint a panel of governors/trustees/academy committee members to carry out this function. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/exclusions
	

	Health and safety 
	The governing board has a responsibility to ensure that neither pupils nor employees are put at unnecessary risk while at school or on school business. However, it is not the governors’ role to undertake health and safety inspections themselves – this should be left to the professionals.
	Parents
	Maintained governing bodies are required by law to have regard to the views of parents and although there is no such formal requirement on academies, it is good practice to consult and listen to the parent body. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/parental-engagement
	

	Safeguarding and child protection
	Governing boards must promote the welfare of children. As part of that obligation, they must have regard to the DfE’s statutory guidance on safeguarding, Keeping Children Safe in Education, and the Prevent strategy for combatting extremism. 
	 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/safeguarding-guidance
	

	Pupils with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND)
	A pupil has SEND if they have a learning difficulty or disability that calls for special educational provision to be made. The governing board has a legal responsibility to ensure that any special provision that SEND pupils need is in place. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/send-guidance
	

	2.3 Wider responsibilities
	Governing boards have wider responsibilities linked to their core functions and legal and compliance.
	Formulating and maintaining policies
	Governing boards are required by law to have certain policies: see the DfE list of statutory policies which also includes whether approval of the policy can be delegated, to what level it can be delegated, and how often the policy must be reviewed. Other policies are recommended as good practice for all schools. Governing boards must ensure that the policies required by law are in place, have been formally approved (by the governing board) and are readily accessible. Most schools and trusts publish their po
	Where applicable, policies will either include or have accompanying procedures that explain the relevant day-to-day operations; eg the appraisal policy and process.
	Many LAs and MATS develop model policies for governing boards and academy committees to adopt, once they have been adapted to fit the circumstances of a particular school. Policies are also more effective when those affected by policy decisions are consulted.
	The governing board is responsible for ensuring policies are in place, but not for formulating and drafting every policy. It is good practice for governing boards to limit the amount of time they spend on policy matters by delegating this responsibility to committees and working in partnership with their headteacher. 
	 

	Self-evaluation 
	Schools and trusts should use evidence gathered from data and surveys to inform a process of self-evaluation that identifies what they do well, and what areas require improvement. Governors and trustees need to be assured that the self-evaluation process is accurate, helps them to make the right decisions and judgments, and promotes high standards of educational achievement. 
	Trusted third parties can provide useful external validation of the information and judgments.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/20questions (a tool for self-evaluation)
	

	Risk management
	Governing boards should understand the main areas of risk for their schools and trusts. These mainly relate to the quality of education and outcomes for pupils (including SEND provision); safeguarding and health and safety; financial management; and staffing.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/managing-risk
	


	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER
	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER
	  Make sure you know the type of school you govern in. You can find out by searching on www.get-information-schools.service.gov.uk
	  Make sure you know the type of school you govern in. You can find out by searching on www.get-information-schools.service.gov.uk
	n
	 

	  Visit the school’s website to read the last inspection/inspection monitoring report. 
	n

	  Visit the school’s website to find out more about the curriculum offered to pupils.
	n


	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink
	


	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	Module title 

	Core module
	Core module
	Your organisation: understanding school structures and what children should learn

	Structures, roles and responsibilities 
	Structures, roles and responsibilities 
	Different models of governance

	The best use of resources
	The best use of resources
	Understanding schools finance

	Pupil success and wellbeing
	Pupil success and wellbeing
	Pupil Premium

	Pupil success and wellbeing
	Pupil success and wellbeing
	Early Years education

	Good governance
	Good governance
	Ofsted inspection of schools































	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER
	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER

	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink
	


	  Visit your school’s website and find where the policies approved by the governing board are located.
	  Visit your school’s website and find where the policies approved by the governing board are located.
	  Visit your school’s website and find where the policies approved by the governing board are located.
	  Visit your school’s website and find where the policies approved by the governing board are located.
	  Visit your school’s website and find where the policies approved by the governing board are located.
	n

	  Ask about your school’s self-evaluation document – what are the key issues arising from it?
	n

	  Talk to a member of the governing board’s finance/resource committee about the current budget, financial priorities and issues at your school.
	n





	E-learning categoryModule title Core moduleCompliance: assuring your organisation, keeping it safe, secure and solventtructures, roles and esponsibilities Key functions of the governing boardomplianceGoverning board duties on complianceomplianceSafeguarding: the governor’s roleomplianceHealth and safetyomplianceEquality and diversity: a practical guide for governorsupil success and wellbeingThe role of the SEND governorupil success and wellbeingExclusionsupil success and wellbeingMinimising exclusionsSrCCCC
	E-learning categoryModule title Core moduleCompliance: assuring your organisation, keeping it safe, secure and solventtructures, roles and esponsibilities Key functions of the governing boardomplianceGoverning board duties on complianceomplianceSafeguarding: the governor’s roleomplianceHealth and safetyomplianceEquality and diversity: a practical guide for governorsupil success and wellbeingThe role of the SEND governorupil success and wellbeingExclusionsupil success and wellbeingMinimising exclusionsSrCCCC
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	How governing boards work
	This.chapter.explains:
	This.chapter.explains:
	  The relevant legal framework 
	..The.different.categories.of.membership
	  How governors and trustees are recruited
	  How governors and trustees should conduct themselves
	  How governing board meetings work
	  Decision-making
	  How governing boards delegate their work to committees and individuals 
	..What.makes.governance.effective
	For.further.detailed.information.refer.to.the.following.resources.on.www.gov.uk:
	...The.Governance.Handbook:.guidance.from.the.Department.for.Education,.which.sets.out.the.government’s.vision.and.priorities.for.effective.school.and.trust.governance.
	...The.Academies.Financial.Handbook.(AFH):.guidance.from.the.Education.and.Skills.Funding.Agency,.which.sets.out.the.responsibilities.of.academy.trust.boards.in.relation.to.finance.
	...The.competency.framework.for.governance:.guidance.from.the.Department.for.Education.setting.out.the.skills,.behaviours.and.knowledge.needed.for.effective.governance..

	3.1 The relevant legal framework
	3.1 The relevant legal framework
	We use the term relevant legal framework in this chapter to describe the rules, procedures and legal documents under which governing boards are constituted and required to operate. An awareness of the relevant legal framework will help you understand how your governing board works.

	An overview of legal frameworks:
	Source / Document(s)Used byDescriptionLegislationLA maintained schools In relation to the way governing boards are constituted and the way in which they work, there are two key pieces of legislation: School Governance (Roles, Procedures and Allowances) Regulations 2013 and the School Governance (Constitution) Regulations 2012.Instrument of governmentLA maintained schoolsA legal document setting out the composition of maintained school governing boards. It will include details on the categories of governor, 
	The following paragraphs are relevant to those academy committees but take care to apply the advice given in the context of your own SoD. Refer to Section 9.4 for additional guidance. 
	3.2 Categories of membership 
	3.2 Categories of membership 
	Individuals are elected or appointed to categories of membership in different ways and for specific periods (terms of office) according to the relevant legal framework.
	Governors are appointed or elected to governing boards in LA maintained schools. Those serving on academy committees are often referred to as governors.
	Trustees are appointed or elected to academy trust boards. In some academies, these trustees are referred to as ‘directors’. Both terms are correct as academy trustees are legally charities and companies limited by guarantee. This is the case in church academy trusts where the term ‘trustee’ is reserved for those on the board of the separate trust that owns the land and assets.
	Categories.of.governor/trustee:
	Parent: Usually parents, those with parental responsibility for, or carers of, children at the school or academy. Most are elected by the parents, following nominations and a ballot. 
	Staff: Someone who is employed to work at the school or academy elected to the board by the staff.
	Co-opted: Appointed by the governors/trustees on the basis of the skills/experience/perspective they can bring to the governing board.
	Foundation: appointed by a foundation or charitable body associated with the school or academy. At schools or academies with a religious character, they help ensure that the religious character is upheld and promoted (in addition to their other governor responsibilities). 
	Local.authority.(LA): Nominated by the LA to serve on the governing board of a LA maintained school. The governing board appoints them and can set eligibility criteria which nominees must meet.
	Partnership: Appointed by the governing board of LA maintained voluntary or foundation schools to contribute to effective governance and at schools with a religious character, ensure that the religious character is upheld.
	Ex-officio: Someone who has a place on the governing board because of the position they hold. In the majority of schools, academies and trusts, headteachers have the right to be a governor or trustee. 
	Associate members serving on committees 
	Governing boards in LA maintained schools can appoint individuals with specific skills to serve on their committees (see 3.7). These individuals are known as associate members. Associate members have committee voting rights that do not extend to meetings of the full governing/trust board. 
	 

	3.3  How governors and trustees are recruited 
	Determining eligibility 
	Regardless of category and method of recruitment, individuals must be eligible for election or appointment to the governing board - they should not be disqualified from holding office under the relevant legal framework. An individual’s eligibility to serve should be established in advance and monitored throughout their term of office. This includes applying for an enhanced criminal record certificate from the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). 
	3.4  How governors and trustees should conduct themselves 
	All governing boards should adopt a code of conduct and adhere to the Nolan principles of public life: selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and leadership. You will probably be asked to sign/agree to a code of conduct when you join a governing board. Read the code carefully to gain a clear understanding of your role, responsibilities and how to conduct yourself when carrying out the duties of governor or trustee. The NGA model code is anchored in the Nolan Principles of Pu
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/codeofconduct
	

	Strategic governance and operational management – respecting the difference
	One of the most important aspects of governing board conduct is respecting the difference between strategic governance and operational management. Governors and trustees are not asked to, and do not try to, involve themselves in day-to-day management. This is explained further in our guidance, What Governing Boards and School Leaders Should Expect from Each Other.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/what-we-expect 
	

	In order to be effective, governing boards should be focused on setting the values and strategy (see chapter 5) for their schools and holding their headteachers to account for the way those values and strategy are implemented on a daily basis in school. In the same way, to be effective, headteachers should understand the governing board’s role and accept their accountability to it. 
	The strategic/operational divide is not always easy to recognise; however, there are some obvious examples – here are just two:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	The recruitment of the headteacher is a strategic decision/activity for the governing board, whereas the recruitment of newly qualified teachers is an operational decision/activity for the headteacher.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Monitoring the information published on the school’s website to ensure that it is legally compliant is a strategic activity carried out by the governing board, whereas the process and routine of keeping the website up to date is an operational activity carried out in school. 


	Respecting confidentiality
	Governors/trustees must respect confidentiality, especially if information concerns individual members of staff or pupils. Such information must not be disclosed outside the governing board and in some cases, where for example there are disciplinary issues, should not be disclosed to other board members. 
	Expenses
	Those governing should receive out of pocket expenses incurred as a result of fulfilling their role. NGA recommends that governing boards have an expenses policy. Payments can cover incidental expenses, such as travel and dependency care, but not loss of earnings.
	3.5  How governing board meetings work
	 

	The governing board conducts most of its business and decision-making through formal meetings. 
	You will be given notice of meetings in advance; the notice given will vary based on the relevant legal framework. There must be a minimum of three full board meetings each year, but many choose to meet more often than this. Any three members of the governing board can request an additional meeting by submitting a request to the clerk. If such a request is received, a meeting must be held. 
	Members of the governing board and its committees (see 3.7) should make every effort to attend meetings to discuss issues and make decisions. When it is not possible for you to attend a meeting, you must inform the clerk and the chair as soon as possible and explain the reason for your absence so that other board members can decide whether to accept your apologies. 
	Any board member who does not attend meetings for a continuous period of six months without the consent of the governing board could (depending on the relevant legal framework) be disqualified from continuing to hold office as a governor/trustee of that school. 
	Participating face-to-face or remotely
	Traditionally, governors and trustees attend meetings in person at the school (usually after the school day has ended). However, the governing board can make arrangements for their members to participate and vote in meetings without having to attend in person. This could be by telephone or video conference, subject to the arrangements being approved by the governing board and reflected in the relevant legal framework.
	During the COVID-19 pandemic, governing boards switched to remote meetings to maintain safe social distancing. Having the flexibility to participate in meetings remotely has been shown to improve attendance, increase efficiency, and promote sustainable ways of working. In the long-term, we expect boards to choose a blended approach to holding meetings so you should expect to attend meetings in person at least some of the time. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/virtual-governance
	

	The role of the chair and vice chair
	All governing boards must have a chair and vice chair. The chair leads the governing board and meetings of the governing board so that legal responsibilities are met. The vice chair acts as chair when the chair is unavailable or if the chair resigns between meetings (until a new chair is elected at the next meeting). No one paid to work at the school can be elected chair or vice chair. 
	At LA maintained schools, the chair (or in their absence, the vice chair) has the power to independently carry out functions of the governing board in specific, urgent situations (chair’s action). This should only be used if a delay in acting is likely to be seriously detrimental to the interests of the school, a pupil, a pupil’s parents, or an employee of the school. 
	Chairs of SAT governing boards and academy committees do not automatically have power to carry out functions in urgent situations. SAT governing boards and academy committees should refer to their own rules and procedures including, where appropriate, the SoD.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/roles-responsibilities
	

	The role of the clerk 
	All governing boards are required to appoint a clerk, sometimes referred to as the governance professional or secretary. The clerk’s role includes providing advice and guidance to the governing board, circulating papers for meetings in advance, maintaining a register of board members and their pecuniary interests, and taking the minutes.
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	The clerk is there to assist the governing board and is one of the most important people the governing body works with. 
	The procedure followed at meetings
	When giving advance notice of the meeting, the clerk will circulate the agenda, the minutes of the previous meeting, and any papers relating to agenda items, including the headteacher’s report. 
	The chair will lead the meeting, following the agenda. As well as apologies, there are usually the following standard business items:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	declaration of interests in relation to items listed on the agenda for the meeting

	§
	§
	§
	.

	approval of the minutes of the previous meeting

	§
	§
	§
	.

	any specific action points from the previous meeting

	§
	§
	§
	.

	matters arising from those minutes (not covered by a separate agenda item)

	§
	§
	§
	.

	urgent actions – a report of any urgent chair’s actions

	§
	§
	§
	.

	consideration of whether any of the matters discussed need to be recorded as confidential 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	the date of the next meeting should be confirmed (the meeting schedule for the year will already have been agreed)
	 



	The headteacher’s report
	Most governing board meetings include a written report presented by the headteacher – part of their role is to provide the governors or trustees with the information they need to do their job well. Headteacher reports differ in content and form, but ideally will be closely linked to the strategy for achieving the school’s vision, as agreed by the governing board. The governing board determines the scope of the report, which is likely to include current context, pupil learning and progress, staffing and fina
	Publication of papers
	Governing board minutes of meetings should be available at the school for any member of the public to read. The exception to this is any confidential business (as determined by the governing board) or anything that contains personal data belonging to an individual.
	3.6 Decision-making 
	Decisions made by the governing board should arise from careful consideration and discussion. This means reviewing the information available, asking good questions, and evaluating the risks and benefits. Above all, decisions are guided by the values of your school and trust. This is covered further in the chapters on strategic direction and accountability.
	Decisions are taken by a majority of governors or trustees voting on the matter and can only be ratified if the governing board is quorate – that is, if a sufficient proportion of its members are present. Decisions are recorded in the minutes of the meeting. 
	Conflicts of interest
	A conflict of interest is any situation in which personal interests or loyalties could, or could be seen to, prevent the governor or trustee from making a decision only in the best interests of the school. Conflicts of interest may be financial (known as pecuniary interests) or conflicts of loyalty (eg where a governor is friends with someone who provides goods or services to the school).
	Governors and trustees are required to act in the best interests of the school at all times, and consequently any other loyalties must be put aside when considering governing board business. It is always better to avoid a conflict of interest, rather than manage it; eg not to govern at a school where conflicts of interest are likely to arise. 
	All governing boards must maintain a register of their interests, including those of governors, trustees, associate members and CEOs/headteachers. Individuals will be asked to complete a declaration of interests form at the beginning of each academic year (or when they first take up office) and update it if their circumstances change. In addition to the register of interests, governors/trustees must disclose any interest in an agenda item at the beginning of every meeting. Where there is an interest, the go
	Personal liability 
	The governing board as a whole is responsible for any decision it takes, rather than any individual. This means that, in the vast majority of cases, the board would be held liable should any fault be found in the decision-making process and the conclusions it comes to. This is true even if the decision is taken by an individual or a committee, provided that each has been delegated that authority. However, decisions must be made in good faith and, when necessary, advice sought – and acted upon. Governing boa
	3.7  Delegating the work of the governing board
	Governing boards are responsible and accountable in law for all major decisions about the school and its future. This does not mean that they have to carry out all the work as a full governing board. Many of the functions can be delegated to committees. 
	Committees
	Most governing boards use committees to carry out much of their business. The governing board decides the constitution, membership and terms of reference of all committees, and must review these annually. Common committees include: premises, staffing, finance (often combined in one resources committee) and curriculum (sometimes called progress and attainment or standards committee). Each committee must have a chair (who leads the discussions and ensures decisions are conveyed back to the full governing boar
	For committee meetings, the quorum is normally a minimum of three members of the committee. Any decision taken must be determined by a majority of votes of those governors/trustees and associate members present and voting. The majority of committee members present must be governors/trustees for the vote to be valid.
	 

	Only committee members, the headteacher and the committee clerk have a right to attend committee meetings; as with governing board meetings, the committee can invite other people to attend if it wishes. Committees must report back to the full governing board. 
	Link governors and trustees
	Link governors and trustees are appointed to take the lead on an area of their governing board’s responsibilities or to help monitor a specific improvement priority. This can be an opportunity to utilise an individual’s experience and skill set. 
	All governing boards are required to appoint governors or trustees to take responsibility for safeguarding and special educational needs and disabilities (SEND). Some boards choose to appoint a committee to oversee SEND. The DfE also encourages secondary school governing boards to appoint an individual to take a strategic interest in careers education and guidance.
	Link roles do not remove the board’s collective responsibility. As such, areas assigned to link governors should be covered on the agenda of full governing board and committee meetings as appropriate. This means that all members of the governing board remain informed of the key issues, strategy outcomes and areas for development. 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/link-governor
	

	3.8  What makes governance effective
	 

	NGA has identified eight elements needed to transform a team of diverse people with a range of skills, experience and knowledge into an effective governing board.
	 

	The.eight.elements.of.effective.governance

	Good
	Good
	 
	chairing

	Professional
	Professional
	 
	clerking

	The right 
	The right 
	 
	people around 
	the table

	Understanding
	Understanding
	Understanding
	 
	roles and

	responsibilities
	responsibilities


	Courageous
	Courageous
	 
	conversations

	Knowing the 
	Knowing the 
	school/trust

	Asking
	Asking
	 
	challenging
	 
	questions

	Good
	Good
	 
	relationships
	 
	based on trust

	Having a mix of skills, competences, 
	Having a mix of skills, competences, 
	Having a mix of skills, competences, 
	 
	and experience 

	An effective governing board needs members with a range of skills, diversity of experience, backgrounds, characteristics and perspectives. This is achieved primarily through good recruitment practice that helps ensure the right people are around the table. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/rightpeoplearoundthetable
	

	Governing boards are advised by the DfE to identify the skills they need, referring to the DfE’s Competency Framework for Governance. The framework complements the DfE’s Governance Handbook and is designed to help governing boards of all types of school (including groups of schools).
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	Being an effective governor/trustee
	This.chapter.explains.how.to.make.an.effective.contribution.to.your.governing.board.and.to.school.governance.through:
	This.chapter.explains.how.to.make.an.effective.contribution.to.your.governing.board.and.to.school.governance.through:
	..Fulfilling.your.governance.duty
	  Committing your time
	  Prioritising induction
	  Developing skills and knowledge 
	  Being a good team member
	  Embracing values
	  Asking good questions
	  Being an advocate for the role
	The.following.resources.provide.further.information.on.effective.governance..
	On.www.gov.uk:
	   High level role descriptions for governors and trustees that include links to support and guidance
	On.the.NGA.Knowledge.Centre:
	  NGA model role descriptions for those governing, which can be adapted as needed for induction and to support ongoing development
	 Visit.www.nga.org.uk/role-descriptions.
	


	If your board has access to NGA Learning Link then we recommend you log in and explore the variety of e-learning modules that are available – the modules on structure, roles and responsibilities are a good place to start.
	If your board has access to NGA Learning Link then we recommend you log in and explore the variety of e-learning modules that are available – the modules on structure, roles and responsibilities are a good place to start.
	Chapter 9 includes model role descriptions for those governing at maintained schools and academies.
	All new governors and trustees want to make a positive contribution to the success of their school/trust and have an impact on the lives of its pupils, staff and the school community. The code of conduct you agreed to when joining your board will help you understand how to be an effective governor/trustee.  
	4.1.Fulfilling.your.governance.duty
	The governance duty is, above all, to drive relentless ambition for the young people served by our schools system, whatever the circumstances. Every action and decision taken as a governor or trustee should have the interests of pupils at heart.
	4.2 Committing your time 
	You can expect to spend the equivalent of between 10 and 20 days per year on governing duties. Be clear about how much time you’re expected to commit by discussing this with the chair during your induction (see below). 
	The time you spend on governing duties will encompass a range of activities, not just attending meetings, although that may well be the biggest time commitment. In addition to meetings, you will need to allocate time for:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	meeting preparation (reading reports, papers, preparing questions, feedback, etc)

	§
	§
	§
	.

	visiting the school occasionally

	§
	§
	§
	.

	undertaking CPD (face-to-face training, e-learning, extended reading, etc.)

	§
	§
	§
	.

	maintaining contact with your governing board colleagues in relation to specific issues 


	Some of this activity takes place during the working/school day. You will need to be flexible enough with your time to meet the requirements of the role.
	4.3 Prioritising induction 
	An induction programme should be arranged almost immediately when you take up your position on the governing board. This is vital to ensure you become familiar with the school you govern at and what your role entails. Ask the clerk to the governing board to confirm the details of your induction programme. 
	Whilst an induction programme may be tailored according to the experience and circumstances of the new governor or trustee, it will most likely include:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	an introduction to the clerk

	§
	§
	§
	.

	a welcome meeting (eg with the chair and headteacher)

	§
	§
	§
	.

	a tour of the school

	§
	§
	§
	.

	an information/induction pack (likely to include documents such as the school improvement plan) 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	signposting to an induction training course


	An experienced governor/trustee may be assigned as your mentor or buddy for the first few months in the role. 
	An induction training course will typically be provided by the LA, the foundation or charitable body (associated with the school or academy), the academy trust, or a specialist organisation such as NGA. You may attend more than one induction course. For example, a general induction course provided by the LA and a specific induction into governance at a school with a religious character, provided by the foundation body. 
	We recommend that induction training courses are held face-to-face (which might be via video conference) as this enables new governors to ask questions and network with others. 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/induction 
	

	4.4 Developing skills and knowledge
	Induction provides an essential starting point. However, you should remain proactive in developing your skills and knowledge and ensuring that your training needs are met throughout your time governing. Responding to the results of your skills audit (see 3.8) should help to identify gaps to be filled by further training and development activities.
	Training
	We recommend you prioritise training and support in key areas of responsibility, like financial governance or safeguarding, before exploring wider areas, such as those linked to committee membership or link governor/trustee responsibilities. 
	Details of relevant training packages, courses and providers should be included in your induction pack. 
	E-learning
	E-learning provides a flexible alternative to face-to-face training and is sometimes the preferred learning format for those governing. NGA Learning Link offers flexible e-learning to help governors, trustees, chairs and clerks develop their governance skills and knowledge. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink 
	

	Learning on the job
	So much valuable learning can be gained from your colleagues on the governing board and experiencing governance first-hand. We therefore recommend that you seek out and take advantage of opportunities to shadow different governor roles and attend a meeting of each committee, to gain a good overall picture of how the governing board works. Where appropriate, there may also be opportunities to engage with relevant CPD delivered to staff in your school or trust.
	Staying informed
	There is a wealth of information freely available to help those governing to understand their role and what good practice looks like. 
	Your school/trust membership of NGA gives you access to guidance and practical resources on our Knowledge Centre. We recommend that you use these and also our weekly newsletter (sent every Friday by email) to keep up to date on the latest developments in school governance.
	 

	Some of the leading authorities and experts in school governance are active on Twitter. A gateway into accessing their insight is to follow @NGAMedia.
	Networking
	Networking with other governors and trustees brings with it the possibility of developing professional relationships and skills that benefit you beyond your governing role. It also helps to develop an awareness and understanding of issues that strengthen your contribution to the governing board.  
	Ask your clerk for information about networking opportunities in your area, such as local authority events, networking for governing boards in your trust or opportunities promoted by the local governance association.
	NGA has established a number of growing networks to allow governors, trustees and clerks to share best practice and address the challenges that governing boards face. Amongst these is a Young Governors’ Network (YGN), a community of interested and creative people committed to improving schools for everyone. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/ygn 
	

	4.5 Being a good team member
	Governing boards work best as a team of different personalities and roles striving together towards a common purpose. Effective governors and trustees are good team members who are willing to share the workload, are respectful of different personalities and perspectives (even when they disagree), encourage team-building and celebrate success together. 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/board-dynamics 
	

	As a new board member, it may take a couple of meetings before you feel confident enough to join in fully. However, playing an active role in meetings is key to being a good team member. Don’t be afraid to ask questions that you feel are naïve – these questions often reveal that others are also struggling to understand the issue or that there is an alternative angle which may not have been considered. 
	The more experienced and established you become on your governing board, the more you should expect and be willing to contribute as a member of the team. For example, by taking on additional responsibilities, being prepared to chair committees and even become chair and vice chair through a succession plan. 
	4.6 Embracing values 
	Embracing the values of your school or trust will lead to a sense of belonging and shared purpose. These values will encompass the Nolan principles, but there will be others that are particular to the school. Effective governing boards make values the reference point for strategy, policy-making and decisions. For example, increasing diversity and equality of opportunity through school employment policies and procedures.  
	 

	4.7 Asking good questions
	You should be prepared to ask questions when carrying out your role – not for the sake of asking questions, but to gain clarity and test assumptions. Informed questioning and discussion will help you gain the understanding required to contribute to setting strategic goals, monitoring progress towards them and to meeting the wider responsibilities of the governing board. As you gain experience and confidence, the type of questions you ask and the way you ask them will change. If in doubt, keep in mind that e
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/questions-to-ask
	

	4.8 Being an advocate for the role
	You have volunteered to make a difference to children and young people and provide a vital public service contributing to children’s education and schools’ sustainability. Our message to you is be bold, be positive and encourage your friends, colleagues and family members to volunteer too. 

	Statutory guidance states that governing boards should conduct a skills audit to identify any gaps that need to be filled by new members as well as to establish the training needs of current members and to plan for succession. NGA’s skills audit is recommended for this purpose, along with the skills matrix which governing boards use to collate results. 
	Statutory guidance states that governing boards should conduct a skills audit to identify any gaps that need to be filled by new members as well as to establish the training needs of current members and to plan for succession. NGA’s skills audit is recommended for this purpose, along with the skills matrix which governing boards use to collate results. 
	Statutory guidance states that governing boards should conduct a skills audit to identify any gaps that need to be filled by new members as well as to establish the training needs of current members and to plan for succession. NGA’s skills audit is recommended for this purpose, along with the skills matrix which governing boards use to collate results. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/skills-audit
	

	Maintaining a good working relationship with the headteacher
	A good working relationship between the governing board and the headteacher is essential. Confidentiality must be respected and maintained. The relationship should also remain professional so that governors/trustees feel comfortable asking challenging questions.

	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER
	  Familiarise yourself with the membership and structure of your governing board; eg, who serves in which category.
	  Familiarise yourself with the membership and structure of your governing board; eg, who serves in which category.
	n
	 

	  Read the minutes of the previous two full meetings of your governing board to gain an understanding of how it operates in practice.
	n
	 

	  Read the decision-making/delegation framework for your governing board to gain an understanding of how the workload and decision-making is managed.
	n
	 
	 
	 


	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink
	


	E-learning categoryModule title Core moduleEffectiveness: governance making an impact, changing livesStructures, roles and responsibilities The constitution of the governing boardStructures, roles and responsibilitiesGovernance of a church school

	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER
	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER

	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink
	


	  If you have not heard yet, enquire about your induction meeting and training course – it’s a priority!
	  If you have not heard yet, enquire about your induction meeting and training course – it’s a priority!
	  If you have not heard yet, enquire about your induction meeting and training course – it’s a priority!
	  If you have not heard yet, enquire about your induction meeting and training course – it’s a priority!
	n

	  Discuss what you have read in this chapter with an experienced governor/trustee on your board – compare notes.
	n

	  Log in and familiarise yourself with the NGA Knowledge Centre – there is a wealth of information to help you be an effective governor/trustee.
	n
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	The first core function:
	The first core function:
	 
	Strategic direction

	This chapter explains how governing boards and school leaders work together to set the strategy for their school.by:
	This chapter explains how governing boards and school leaders work together to set the strategy for their school.by:
	  Establishing mission, values and a vision for the future
	  Creating the right culture
	  Maintaining a strategic cycle
	For further detailed information, refer to the following resources. 
	On.www.gov.uk:
	  The Governance Handbook – chapter 2, strategic leadership
	  The Competency Framework for Governance – knowledge and skills section 1, strategic leadership
	On.the.NGA.Knowledge.Centre:
	   Being Strategic – a guide for governing boards and school leaders developed by NGA, the Association of School and College Leaders (ASCL) and the National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT). 
	 Visit.www.nga.org.uk/beingstrategic
	


	The governing board provides strategic direction by setting a clear and explicit vision for the future, defining medium to long-term strategic goals and having a process in place for monitoring progress. 
	The governing board provides strategic direction by setting a clear and explicit vision for the future, defining medium to long-term strategic goals and having a process in place for monitoring progress. 
	Although it is the governing board’s responsibility, agreeing a strategy should be the result of collaboration between the board and senior leaders in the school or academy. The process should also provide the opportunity to consult with parents, pupils, staff, etc to gain their perspective on what the strategy should be. 
	The strategy drives the business of the governing board in terms of what is discussed at meetings and the focus of monitoring visits to school (see chapter 6). 
	5.1 Mission, values and vision
	A school or academy strategy should be influenced by their mission, values (or ethos) and vision for the future. 

	Mission
	Mission
	The mission statement is a brief written declaration of an organisation’s core, legal purpose (what it exists to do), which brings clarity and fundamental meaning to a strategy for improvement. 
	The mission of most state schools, including academies, will be very similar and rooted in their legal framework for advancing education and learning for the public benefit. At a school which has a religious character, the mission 

	statement will be guided by founding principles, beliefs, and denominational standards. 
	 

	Values (or ethos)
	Values (or ethos)
	Governing boards promote the values that guide thinking and behaviour in their schools and academies. The values should encompass principles of public life, such as honesty and integrity, and foster a sense of belonging within the school community. They should also serve to guard against barriers to learning and success for everyone, regardless of background and circumstances. Governing boards should use the values as a point of reference for every decision they take. 
	Vision 
	The mission statement defines the reason for existing, whereas the vision statement - in a few short sentences - describes what the school or academy will look like in the future and what pupils will leave knowing, being and having done. It is good practice for the governing board to review their vision annually, although there is no need to rewrite it every year. 
	The importance of a clear vision cannot be overstated. Without it you cannot know the direction in which you are heading or what you are aiming to achieve. In projecting forward a few years, the governing board should aim to continuously improve and make the experience of school the very best it can be for the pupils.
	The vision for a MAT will encompass all the academies within it. 

	5.2 Creating the right culture
	5.2 Creating the right culture
	Culture describes the daily practices and behaviours that are unique to the school or academy. Strategic goals are achieved largely by the contribution of individuals. Therefore, the governing board needs to know that the right culture is being created for the strategy to succeed.
	There are ways that a governing board can positively influence culture whilst respecting the difference between strategic governance and operational management (see chapter 3). First and foremost, when carrying out their duties, they can adopt the practices and behaviours they would hope to see in school. For instance, being compassionate and balancing challenge with support. 
	A positive culture helps to create a welcoming and productive environment in which to learn and work. Those governing can gain a sense of culture by spending time in their school or academy, talking to pupils, staff, and parents. 
	5.3 Maintaining a strategic cycle
	The strategic cycle is a process that governing boards follow to create/update, monitor and review their strategy, typically over the course of the year.
	The strategy document
	The governing board’s strategy should be set out in a short (typically two or three sides) document containing:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	The vision

	§
	§
	§
	.

	The main (usually no more than six) improvement priorities (strategic goals) for achieving each aspect of the vision
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	A description of what success looks like for each improvement priority and how this will be recognised (eg data that shows a target has been reached)

	§
	§
	§
	.

	A description of the resources needed to ensure that each priority is met

	§
	§
	§
	.

	A plan for how the governing board will monitor progress over the course of the year/lifespan of the strategy (see monitoring the strategy)


	The headteacher should use the strategy document as the basis for creating their more detailed operational plans, commonly referred to as school improvement plan (SIP) or school development plan (SDP). 
	 
	 

	Creating/updating the strategy 
	Creating/updating the strategy document is an activity the governing board and school/academy leadership team carry out together at a dedicated strategy meeting or day. This will incorporate a review of progress made towards achieving strategic priorities (see reviewing the strategy) as the basis for deciding priorities that need to be added, removed or changed. 
	 

	The strategy should reflect the current context, taking into account any changes in circumstances. The views of stakeholders (see chapter 8), self-evaluation and assessment of risk (see chapter 2) also need to be considered. The strategy document agreed by the governing board will also describe the likely risks and barriers and what the school or academy needs to prioritise to overcome them. 
	Monitoring the strategy
	The governing board and headteacher should agree the detailed arrangements for monitoring the strategy based on:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	What the governing board needs to know about how the school or academy is performing against the priorities set out in the strategy document.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	What is reasonable to expect of headteachers and staff when it comes to providing information to the governing board.
	 



	The governing board’s monitoring activities include evaluating and questioning reports, scrutinising data, and visiting the school to see the impact of improvements. This is covered further in chapter 6. 
	Reviewing the strategy
	Reviewing the strategy is an opportunity to assess overall progress against priorities, and for the governing board and school leadership team to reflect on:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Does our vision look forward three-to-five years?

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Does the vision express what the pupils who have left the school will have achieved?

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Is the governing board structured, organised and managed in a way that provides strategic direction? 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Three actions to take after reading this chapter 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Study the published values and vision for your school or academy – can you relate to them?
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	Request a copy of your governing board’s strategy document – if your board does not have one then ask what the top/high level priorities are and make a note of them.
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	Ask your clerk to confirm the date of the next strategy day/meeting – make sure that it is in your diary and give yourself time to prepare.



	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	Module title 

	Core module
	Core module
	Working together: building the team and improving the organisation

	Core module
	Core module
	Effectiveness: governance making an impact, changing lives

	Good governance
	Good governance
	Handling difficult situations















	The continuing strategic cycle
	The continuing strategic cycle
	The continuing strategic cycle


	A
	A
	A
	 
	Creating/
	updating the 
	strategy


	C
	C
	C
	 
	Reviewing the 
	 
	strategy


	B
	B
	B
	 
	Monitoring the 
	 
	strategy


	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER
	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER

	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink
	


	  Study the published values and vision for your school or academy – can you relate to them?
	  Study the published values and vision for your school or academy – can you relate to them?
	  Study the published values and vision for your school or academy – can you relate to them?
	  Study the published values and vision for your school or academy – can you relate to them?
	n

	  Request a copy of your governing board’s strategy document – if your board does not have one then ask what the top/high level priorities are and make a note of them.
	n

	  Ask your clerk to confirm the date of the next strategy day/meeting – make sure that it is in your diary and give yourself time to prepare.
	n
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	The second core function:
	The second core function:
	 
	 
	Accountability 

	This chapter explains how governing boards hold their headteacher to account for implementing the strategy.through:
	This chapter explains how governing boards hold their headteacher to account for implementing the strategy.through:
	  Knowing their school or academy
	  Monitoring and evaluation
	  Challenge and questioning 
	  Performance appraisal
	For further detailed information you should refer to the following resources.
	On.www.gov.uk:.
	  The Governance Handbook – section 3, accountability
	...The.competency.framework.–.section.2,.accountability.for.educational.standards.and.financial.performance
	..Understanding.your.data:.a.guide.for.school.governors.and.trustees
	On.www.ofsted.gov.uk:
	The School Inspection Handbook – paragraph 229, leadership and management 
	On.the.NGA.Knowledge.Centre:
	  Guidance on what Governing Boards and School Leaders Should Expect from Each Other
	  Being Strategic – a guide for governing boards and school leaders
	 Visit.www.nga.org.uk/ofsted-guide..
	


	6.1 Knowing the school or academy§.Pupils eligible for the pupil premium/ disadvantaged pupilsAn understanding of relative strengths and weaknesses §.Pupils with English as an additional languageinforms the governing board’s strategic discussions and §.The more able/gifted and talented pupilsdecisions about current priorities and the future. To gain this understanding governors and trustees need to:Gaining insight into the needs and progress of different §.Be aware of the needs and progress of different gro
	6.1 Knowing the school or academy§.Pupils eligible for the pupil premium/ disadvantaged pupilsAn understanding of relative strengths and weaknesses §.Pupils with English as an additional languageinforms the governing board’s strategic discussions and §.The more able/gifted and talented pupilsdecisions about current priorities and the future. To gain this understanding governors and trustees need to:Gaining insight into the needs and progress of different §.Be aware of the needs and progress of different gro

	Together, these provide the basis for asking questions, communicating expectations, and making decisions. 
	Together, these provide the basis for asking questions, communicating expectations, and making decisions. 
	Together, these provide the basis for asking questions, communicating expectations, and making decisions. 
	Information gained from the headteacher’s report
	 

	The main source of information available to governing boards is the termly report they receive from their headteacher. This provides an overview of progress made towards meeting the priorities in the strategy document. These reports feature headline data such as pupil progress, attainment, behaviour, and attendance, which all underpin and support the assessment of progress. The format of the report should be agreed between the governing board and headteacher, ensuring the format is useful and expectations a
	Comparison with information gained from other sources
	 

	To verify the information received by the headteacher, it should be compared with at least three other sources of information available to the governing board; this process is commonly referred to as triangulation.
	When compared, the different sources of information should tell the same story about the progress being made. For example, the headteacher stating in their report that teaching in the school is good should be backed up by data and external assessments which show the progress pupils are making in their learning is also good. When that is not the case, the governing board should explore the issue and question the discrepancy.
	Data 
	Governing boards have access to a range of data to help them evaluate the educational performance their school. This includes:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	The school’s internal data which tracks the attainment, progress, attendance and behaviour of all pupils in the school and of different groups of pupils in the school. 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Analysis of school performance data provided by the DfE, which provides key headline and comparative performance measures for pupils. The data can be filtered to show the performance of different groups of pupils in the school and compared with national averages over time. 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Data analysis provided by a commercial product (data tool), local authority or a MAT.


	Wherever the data comes from it should:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Be as up to date as possible.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Be presented in a format the board understands.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Contain the right level of detail – detailed enough to tell the board what it needs to know, but not so detailed as to make it difficult to interpret.


	To fulfil their second core function, governors and trustees require at least a basic understanding of what the available data is saying about the educational performance of their school(s). New governors should prioritise seeking the advice, support and/or specific training they need to gain this.
	Visiting the school
	Monitoring visits provide the governing board with essential information about how their strategy is being implemented and how issues discussed at board level translate into the everyday life of the school. Visits also allow governors and trustees to make themselves visible to the school community and to experience the culture and ethos of the school. Monitoring visits are distinct from opportunities afforded to attend school functions and events.
	Governors and trustees should expect to carry out monitoring visits at least twice a year. You may carry out visits in the capacity of link governor or trustee (see chapter 3). Monitoring visits are never unannounced and are most effective when part of a pre-arranged schedule agreed with the headteacher and linked to a strategic priority or area of compliance.
	A monitoring visit can incorporate activities such as:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Experiencing a lesson being taught

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Being shown examples of pupils’ work

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Meeting staff with leadership responsibility for specific areas 
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	Conversations with staff and pupils 


	Monitoring visits are for the purposes of learning and improving understanding. Those undertaking them should refrain from making judgments on the day-to-day running of the school or making professional judgments, such as on the quality of teaching – this is the responsibility of school leaders. 
	The governing board should have a protocol, which sets out how visits are to be conducted and explains what you should do prior to, during, and after the visit. 
	It is good practice after a monitoring visit to send a follow-up message thanking everyone involved for their time and assistance. 
	The key learning and discussion points arising from the monitoring visit should be recorded on a feedback form and reported to the governing board or relevant committee as a source of information. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/school-visits
	

	6.4 Challenge and questioning 
	Governing boards are expected to ask questions about the information they are provided with, and they should expect to receive clear answers. Governors and trustees should not be concerned about asking questions when they know little about the topic under discussion. Asking the question will probably reveal others who are in the same situation as you and an alternative angle that has not been considered. 
	The way in which we ask a question has an impact on the way that it is perceived and answered. When asking a question, keep in mind that accountability is about analysing how things are working and what should be done collaboratively, rather than apportioning any blame. 
	For example, a question in response to a headteacher’s proposal would be better phrased as:
	“How do we make this work?”
	  rather than,
	“Is this going to work?”
	 See 9.3 for a list of general questions for governors to ask.
	6.5 Performance appraisal 
	Oversight of headteacher performance is arguably the most important ongoing role for the governing board. Governing boards continuously monitor and evaluate the headteacher’s progress in achieving strategic priorities through an annual cycle of appraisal. A formal annual appraisal meeting is the end-point to the annual appraisal cycle. 
	At both LA maintained schools and SAT, the governing board is responsible for appraising the headteacher. In a MAT, the Scheme of Delegation must detail who is responsible for appraising academy headteachers and therefore should clarify the role of academy committees.
	It is good practice for the governing board to appoint an appraisal panel consisting of two or three governors or trustees, including the chair. The panel has the important task of ensuring that the objectives set for the headteacher correspond with the priorities in the strategy document. In most cases, the appraisal panel will be formed by more experienced members of the governing board. However, there may be an opportunity for newer members to participate, particularly if they have professional experienc
	At LA maintained schools, it is a legal requirement for governing boards to appoint an external advisor to provide the panel with advice and support on the process, interpretation of data and other performance information, and objective setting. 
	Our Knowledge Centre guidance advises governing boards on laying the groundwork for a successful appraisal and on each stage of the process.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/headteacher-appraisal
	

	At LA maintained schools, governing boards have a legal duty to ensure that effective performance management, including annual appraisal, is carried out for the teaching staff (although the responsibility for carrying it out rests with the headteacher). There are no formal legal requirements on academies in relation to performance management, but it is good practice to have policies and procedures in place, including the appointment of an external advisor.

	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	E-learning category
	Module title 

	Core module
	Core module
	Strategy: living your values, reaching your vision, managing the risk

	Vision, ethos and strategic direction 
	Vision, ethos and strategic direction 
	Creating a new vision for your school or trust

	Good governance
	Good governance
	Governance monitoring: a tool to help drive improvement















	Reports from 
	Reports from 
	Reports from 
	other sources 
	both internal 
	 
	and external 


	Information 
	Information 
	Information 
	 
	gained from visits, 
	talking to parents, 
	pupils etc


	Data 
	Data 
	Data 


	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER
	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER

	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink
	


	  Read the last two headteacher reports presented to your governing board – are there clear headlines relating to progress, attainment, behaviour, attendance, etc? If not, discuss this with the chair.
	  Read the last two headteacher reports presented to your governing board – are there clear headlines relating to progress, attainment, behaviour, attendance, etc? If not, discuss this with the chair.
	  Read the last two headteacher reports presented to your governing board – are there clear headlines relating to progress, attainment, behaviour, attendance, etc? If not, discuss this with the chair.
	  Read the last two headteacher reports presented to your governing board – are there clear headlines relating to progress, attainment, behaviour, attendance, etc? If not, discuss this with the chair.
	n
	 

	  Study the performance data you are provided with and identify one or two questions to ask. Seek the support or training you need to help you interpret the data.
	n
	 

	  Read the governor visit policy/protocol for your school and arrange your place on the schedule of visits. 
	n
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	The third core function:
	The third core function:
	The third core function:
	The third core function:
	 
	 
	Finance and resources


	This.chapter.covers:
	This.chapter.covers:
	  Financial oversight 
	  Budget setting
	  Budget monitoring
	..Financial.efficiency
	  Responsibilities for the school estate (buildings and land)
	..Oversight.of.staff.–.a.school’s.most.important.resource
	For further detailed information you should refer to the following resources.
	On.www.gov.uk:.
	..The.Governance.Handbook.–.section.3.5.accountability.for.financial.performance.
	...The.Academies.Financial.Handbook.(AFH):.guidance.from.the.Education.and.Skills.Funding.Agency,.which.sets.out.the.financial.and.governance.responsibilities.of.academy.trust.boards
	   The Governance competency framework – section 2, accountability for educational standards and financial.performance
	   School resource management Information, tools, training and guidance to help schools and academies with.financial.planning.and.resource.management
	On the NGA Knowledge Centre
	..Guidance.on.the.best.use.of.resources.–.finance,.staffing.and.the.estate

	7.1 Financial oversightThere are important differences between financial oversight in an LA maintained school and an academy:Governing boards provide financial oversight, which means ensuring:Financial oversight in LA maintained schools§.compliance with the rules (including legislation and At LA maintained schools, the rules are derived from the controls put in place by the DfE, LA and others)system of controls put in place by the LA, which are based §.on government guidance for managing public money. These
	7.1 Financial oversightThere are important differences between financial oversight in an LA maintained school and an academy:Governing boards provide financial oversight, which means ensuring:Financial oversight in LA maintained schools§.compliance with the rules (including legislation and At LA maintained schools, the rules are derived from the controls put in place by the DfE, LA and others)system of controls put in place by the LA, which are based §.on government guidance for managing public money. These
	7.1 Financial oversightThere are important differences between financial oversight in an LA maintained school and an academy:Governing boards provide financial oversight, which means ensuring:Financial oversight in LA maintained schools§.compliance with the rules (including legislation and At LA maintained schools, the rules are derived from the controls put in place by the DfE, LA and others)system of controls put in place by the LA, which are based §.on government guidance for managing public money. These

	The role of school business 
	The role of school business 
	The role of school business 
	professionals

	School business professionals (SBPs) 
	School business professionals (SBPs) 
	have a significant impact on the leadership 
	and governance of schools. Governing 
	boards should engage with their SBP 
	to makes best use of their professional 
	advice and support. We encourage the 
	participation of SBPs in governing board 
	and or finance/resource committee 
	meetings to support financial oversight.



	Tools to support challenge and questioning
	Regardless of context and specific delegated responsibilities, the whole governing board has a part to play in ensuring their school’s financial position is strong and sustainable.
	Understanding and scrutinising the school’s financial position is as important as scrutinising educational performance. Together with committee reports, the below tools offer valuable insight and assessment of the school’s financial health. As such, they provide governors with an opportunity to challenge and question the headteacher and SBP. 
	 

	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	The Schools Financial Value Standard (SFVS) – used by LA maintained schools and their governing boards to assess how effective their financial procedures are. LA maintained schools enter information into the SFVS tool and submit this to the LA each year.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	The school resource management self-assessment tool, a compulsory online assessment, which assures academy governing boards and MAT trust boards that a good level of financial health and resource management has been met.


	These tools can be used to identify areas for change and to ensure resources are used to support the best possible educational outcomes.
	7.2 Budget setting
	Each school prepares an annual budget, which sets out expected income and expenditure and details plans to spend the funds. Budgets should align with agreed priorities to ensure successful delivery of the strategy.
	LA maintained school governing boards are legally obliged to agree an annual budget for the financial year to 31 March and submit this to their LA. Academy governing boards approve a balanced budget, and any significant changes to it, for the financial year to 31 August.
	In practice, the initial preparation of the budget is carried out at school level by the SBP, headteacher and budget holders. The draft budget is usually submitted to the finance/resource committee for review, discussion, and amendment if appropriate. This is a crucial stage in the process – the committee should be satisfied that the budget is aligned with the strategy, and that estimates of expenditure and income are realistic. 
	Depending on how responsibility has been delegated, the finance/resource committee will either approve the budget or submit it to the full governing board for formal review and approval.
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/finance 
	

	7.3 Budget monitoring 
	Once the budget is set, it should be closely monitored by the governing board throughout the year. The DfE recommends that governing boards receive budget monitoring reports and have an opportunity to raise questions at least six times a year. Reports should be provided in a timeframe that allows the governing board to act quickly to address any concerns about financial performance. 
	Budget monitoring reports are often reviewed by the finance/resource committee where detailed conversations and decisions about school spending take place. However, the governing board retains overall responsibility and so should receive reports from the committee and any governor given a link role for finance. The reports should be underpinned by advice from the SBP and headteacher to highlight the following issues:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Significant variances (ie where current or forecast spending is higher or lower than was budgeted for) based on limits set by the governing board

	§
	§
	§
	.

	The reason(s) for the variance, the extent of the risk it poses and the plan to re-balance the budget

	§
	§
	§
	.

	How the budget is being adjusted to reflect changing circumstances (eg levels of funding)

	§
	§
	§
	.

	The impact on the strategy

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Decisions that need to be made as a result


	Budget monitoring reports should help governing boards ensure that money is well spent. If you do not feel confident using and scrutinising the report, take action – there could be gaps in the board’s collective financial skills or knowledge that need to be addressed through training or development activity.
	 
	 

	7.4.Financial.efficiency.
	Schools are responsible for large sums of public money and governing boards have the important responsibility of ensuring that it is spent in the most cost-effective manner. Governing boards are encouraged to collaborate with their school leadership teams to ensure that best curriculum is provided to pupils with the funding available. This approach is commonly referred to as integrated curriculum and financial planning (ICFP).
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/ICFP 
	

	Ask your headteacher and SBP about how the school uses benchmarking and financial metrics to make the money go further. 
	 

	There are resources available from the DfE to help governing boards improve their financial management. As a starting point, we recommend the school resource management: top 10 planning checks for governors. 
	7.5 Responsibilities for the school estate – the buildings and land 
	Whilst the day-to-day management of the school estate is carried out by the headteacher and staff, the governing board should maintain oversight to ensure that it is safe and secure, efficient and sustainable. 
	Boards should regularly monitor and review their health and safety policies to ensure risks are captured and eliminated (where possible) or mitigated. The operational management of health and safety issues, such as health and safety checks, is carried out by staff with appropriate training. 
	Detailed oversight of the estate usually takes place in committees. Some governing boards appoint a premises committee, whilst others make it the responsibility of their finance/resource committee. Reporting to and from the committee, alongside the questioning and challenge should both highlight any issues and give the governing board confidence that the estate is suitable and being managed well.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/estates
	

	7.6..Oversight.of.staff.–.a.school’s.most valuable resource 
	 

	Staff are the most valuable resource in a school and staffing costs are the largest area of expenditure in the budget. Creating the conditions in which school staff can thrive, so that pupils can succeed, is one of the most significant contributions made by governing boards to the communities they serve.
	Despite some governing boards not being the ‘legal employer’ of staff, all governing boards have responsibilities as employers. The level of responsibility differs depending on the type of school (see chapter 2).
	All governing boards have a duty of care towards their headteacher. This includes ensuring a safe and secure working environment, a reasonable work-life balance, and support for their wellbeing. You can read more about this in our guidance on managing workload and wellbeing.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/staffing
	

	Where the governing board is responsible for determining the staffing and management structure of the school, they do so on the advice of the headteacher, who is responsible for making sure the staffing level is sufficient to deliver the strategy. NGA recommends the governing board delegate responsibility for all recruitment below senior leadership level to the headteacher.
	The values of the school or academy should be evident in its approach to recruiting staff at all levels. The governing board therefore should be assured therefore that their school or academy’s approach to recruiting staff both avoids discriminatory practice and embodies the commitment to providing equality of opportunity. When discussing the approach to recruiting staff governing boards should consider:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Whether the leadership and workforce of the school or academy is truly representative of the community it serves.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	What can be done to make recruitment in the school or academy as inclusive as it can be and maximise opportunities for candidates regardless of their backgrounds.


	Whether the school or academy’s employment data (recruitment, pay, etc) reveals trends and patterns that shine a light on the school’s inclusive employment practices.
	The day-to day-management of staff is the responsibility of the headteacher. The governing board’s oversight is focused on ensuring:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Staff-related policies and procedures are in place and being implemented.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	The policies are compliant with employment and equalities legislation.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	The policies and their implementation promote a positive workplace culture, which supports, develops and rewards staff, as well as tackling issues such as workload.


	Detailed oversight of staffing usually takes place in committees. Some governing boards appoint a staffing committee whilst others make it the responsibility of their finance/resource committee. Reports created and received by the committee, alongside their interactions with staff (at events, on monitoring visits, etc), should provide the governing board with the knowledge and insight it needs to question, challenge and make strategic decisions relating to:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Employment issues (eg absence levels, turnover, etc)

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Workplace/culture/wellbeing/retention (eg the impact of CPD, flexible working policies, etc)

	§
	§
	§
	.

	The support required (eg external HR advice, pastoral support for staff, etc)


	The positive impact of these decisions can be measured in terms of retention, increased capacity, performance and, ultimately, the outcomes for pupils.
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	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink
	


	  Find out about the financial health of your school and how this is likely to look over the next three years based on what is known and the priorities of the strategy. 
	  Find out about the financial health of your school and how this is likely to look over the next three years based on what is known and the priorities of the strategy. 
	  Find out about the financial health of your school and how this is likely to look over the next three years based on what is known and the priorities of the strategy. 
	  Find out about the financial health of your school and how this is likely to look over the next three years based on what is known and the priorities of the strategy. 
	n

	  Seek the training and support you require to understand, question and challenge budget monitoring reports.
	n

	  Ask to attend a meeting of the committee that has oversight of staffing in your school to learn more about current employment issues and the workplace culture.
	n
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	The fourth core function:
	The fourth core function:
	 
	 
	Stakeholder engagement


	This.chapter.covers:
	This.chapter.covers:
	  The importance of stakeholder engagement
	  Engaging with pupils
	  Engaging with parents and carers
	..Engaging.with.staff
	  Engaging with other stakeholders
	  Dealing with complaints
	The following resources provide further information on stakeholder engagement. 
	On.www.gov.uk:
	  The Governance Handbook – section 2, strategic leadership
	   The Competency Framework for Governance – section 2, accountability for educational standards.and.financial.performance
	 

	On.the.NGA.Knowledge.Centre:
	  A school governance guide to engaging successfully with parents and carers
	..Resources.for.governing.boards.to.support.staff.workload.and.wellbeing
	..Dealing.with.complaints:.Guidance.and.model.procedure

	8.1  The importance of  stakeholder engagement Meaningful engagement with stakeholders – pupils, parents, staff and the wider community – helps governing boards make informed decisions and build trust and shared ownership in those decisions. The DfE Governance Handbook states that governing boards are expected to demonstrate the methods they use to communicate with and seek the views of stakeholders.Stakeholder engagement helps ensure that: §.The values, vision and strategy set by the governing board has th
	8.1  The importance of  stakeholder engagement Meaningful engagement with stakeholders – pupils, parents, staff and the wider community – helps governing boards make informed decisions and build trust and shared ownership in those decisions. The DfE Governance Handbook states that governing boards are expected to demonstrate the methods they use to communicate with and seek the views of stakeholders.Stakeholder engagement helps ensure that: §.The values, vision and strategy set by the governing board has th
	8.1  The importance of  stakeholder engagement Meaningful engagement with stakeholders – pupils, parents, staff and the wider community – helps governing boards make informed decisions and build trust and shared ownership in those decisions. The DfE Governance Handbook states that governing boards are expected to demonstrate the methods they use to communicate with and seek the views of stakeholders.Stakeholder engagement helps ensure that: §.The values, vision and strategy set by the governing board has th

	The purpose of engaging with stakeholders is not to implement their will without question. Rather, it is a consultative process. The governing board should listen to views and take a considered course of action which may at times differ from the feedback stakeholders provide. 
	Governing boards of academies within 
	Governing boards of academies within 
	a MAT and those with a foundation or 
	charitable body associated with their 
	school will recognise this as a key 
	stakeholder relationship based on shared 
	values and priorities, underpinned by 
	regular communication. 

	Having a diverse governing board
	Having a diverse governing board
	A diverse governing board that is representative of the local community can help connect the school or academy with its stakeholders. In turn, this helps stakeholders feel valued and increases confidence in the school as those making the decisions understand the lives, context, and aspirations of the community.

	Governors representing stakeholder groups
	Governors representing stakeholder groups
	Stakeholder engagement should not be conflated with the presence of governors or trustees from different stakeholder groups (parents, staff, community, founding body, etc). Whilst these individuals provide a (useful) voice from a stakeholder group, they are not a substitute for stakeholder engagement.
	8.2 Engaging with pupils 
	Giving pupils the opportunity to express their views and feelings about the school or academy not only supports their development, it provides valuable insight for governing boards. As such, we encourage governors to make the most of opportunities to learn from pupils’ experiences of school life. This can be achieved in different ways, such as surveys, attending pupil council meetings and talking to pupils on monitoring visits to school.
	8.3 Engaging with parents 
	Engaging with parents is an important part of the governing board’s monitoring process (see chapter 6). The information and knowledge gained from parents helps boards to evaluate progress towards achieving their strategy. 
	This information can be gained from:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Responses to school surveys and consultations

	§
	§
	§
	.

	The Parent View website, which is run by Ofsted, and allows parents to record their views of a school across a standard range of questions. The results (providing enough parents have submitted a response) can be viewed at any time on the Ofsted website

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Engagement with a formal parent body such as a parent council as a mechanism for seeking views - some types of school are required to have a parent council
	 
	 
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	Conversations with parents at school events 


	Engagement is a two-way process – creating opportunities for the school or academy to hear from parents is as important as the school communicating information to parents. Schools and academies are required by law to publish certain information on their website. This includes specific policies and information about governors; exactly what needs to be published varies depending on the type of school. 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/info-to-publish
	

	Governing boards can provide a sounding board for their school or academy’s approach to communicating with parents through newsletters, emails, social media, etc. This insight is particularly useful given that governing boards are removed from the operational running of the school or academy. Their support can help ensure the tone and clarity of communication is appropriate, and sensitive to different cultures and circumstances. 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/parental-engagement
	

	8.4.Engaging.with.staff
	Fostering good relations with staff through attending visits and functions helps to build a positive culture in which the governing board and the staff see themselves as part of the same team. It also provides governors with opportunities to learn how the staff think and feel about the school or academy they work at. 
	The routine evaluation of staff surveys (including exit interviews conducted by the managers of staff who are leaving) is valuable to governing boards considering policies and procedures that contribute towards the overall wellbeing, motivation and morale of staff. It can also help to identify and address issues that may impact adversely upon the performance of staff. Surveys provide useful evidence of continued improvements to the working environment and culture of the school or academy. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/staffing
	

	8.5 Engaging with other stakeholders
	Other stakeholders include:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	The local council (whether or not your school is LA maintained)
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	The police

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Public health

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Neighbourhood forums

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Local businesses and employers

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Faith groups 


	 The type of engagement with other stakeholders will vary according to context. However, it should not be overlooked as some of the best ideas, solutions and support can come from beyond the immediate environment. It is good practice for the governing board or a committee to carry out an audit of stakeholders as part of the strategy development process. This should identify the stakeholders with the most potential to support the strategy.
	8.6 Dealing with complaints
	The governing board is responsible for ensuring the school or academy has a procedure for dealing with complaints. The governing board must publish its complaints procedure and schools must make it easily accessible for parents. 
	Most school complaints procedures have a staged process that starts with informal resolution. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/complaints
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	THREE ACTIONS TO TAKE AFTER READING THIS CHAPTER
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	  Read the most recent report or summary of parent views obtained by your governing board – find out how the governing board engages directly with parents.
	  Read the most recent report or summary of parent views obtained by your governing board – find out how the governing board engages directly with parents.
	n

	  Ask about opportunities to hear first-hand from pupils at your school; eg during a monitoring visit or attending a school council meeting.
	n

	  Find out about who the school engages with in the wider community and the impact of this engagement.
	n


	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	The following e-learning modules are relevant to this chapter. They can be accessed through NGA Learning Link. 
	 
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/learninglink
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	§
	§
	§
	§
	§

	Further resources



	Effective boards have a good understanding of their roles and responsibilities. Below we’ve provided model role descriptions (which boards can adapt as needed) – refer to this role description (or your own) to support your induction and ongoing development. You can also find role descriptions for chairs and clerks.
	Effective boards have a good understanding of their roles and responsibilities. Below we’ve provided model role descriptions (which boards can adapt as needed) – refer to this role description (or your own) to support your induction and ongoing development. You can also find role descriptions for chairs and clerks.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/role-descriptions
	


	9.1  Model role description for those governing in maintained schools  Governors work together to carry out their core functions:1.  ensuring there is clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction2.  holding executive leaders to account for the educational performance of the organisation and its pupils and the performance management of staff3.  overseeing the financial performance of the organisation and making sure its money is well spent4. ensuring the voices of stakeholders are heardGovernors must als
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	§.agreeing the school’s staffing structure and keeping it under review to ensure it supports delivery of the strategy§.ensuring robust risk management procedures are in place and that risk control measures are appropriate and effective Monitoring and evaluating school performanceGovernors must monitor the priorities that have been set to ensure progress is being made by:§.measuring the school’s impact and progress towards its strategic objectives§.ensuring the required policies and procedures are in place a
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	§.agreeing the school’s staffing structure and keeping it under review to ensure it supports delivery of the strategy§.ensuring robust risk management procedures are in place and that risk control measures are appropriate and effective Monitoring and evaluating school performanceGovernors must monitor the priorities that have been set to ensure progress is being made by:§.measuring the school’s impact and progress towards its strategic objectives§.ensuring the required policies and procedures are in place a
	 



	.
	.
	.

	establishing and maintaining professional relationships with senior leaders and colleagues on the board

	§
	§
	§
	.

	getting to know the school, including visiting occasionally during school hours 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	undertaking induction training and developing knowledge and skills on an ongoing basis


	9.2  Model role description for trustees in an academy trust
	Trustees work together to carry out their core functions:
	1.  ensuring there is clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction
	2.  holding executive leaders to account for the educational performance of the organisation and its pupils and the performance management of staff
	3.  overseeing the financial performance of the organisation and making sure its money is well spent
	4. ensuring the voices of stakeholders are heard 
	Trustees are responsible for governing a charitable company and directing how it is managed and run. Trustees must also ensure the trust complies with all legal and statutory requirements. Trustees should seek the advice of the board’s governance professional, and other professional advice as appropriate. 
	The board of trustees’ strategic responsibilities
	The board of trustees works closely with its senior executive leader. Senior executive leaders are responsible for day-to-day operational management of the trust and its schools, whereas the role of the board is strategic. As such, trustees are responsible for:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	determining the mission, values and long-term ambitious vision for the trust 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	deciding the principles that guide trust policies and approving key policies

	§
	§
	§
	.

	appointing and appraising the senior executive leader and making pay recommendations

	§
	§
	§
	.

	working with senior leaders to develop a strategy for achieving the vision 
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	ensuring that stakeholders are involved, consulted and informed as appropriate
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	ensuring that all schools in the trust deliver a broad and balanced curriculum such that pupils are well prepared for the next stage of their education and adult life

	§
	§
	§
	.

	taking ownership of the trust’s financial sustainability and ensuring effective resource management across the trust

	§
	§
	§
	.

	agreeing the trust’s staffing structure and keeping it under review to ensure it supports delivery of the strategy

	§
	§
	§
	.

	ensuring robust risk management policy and procedures are in place and that risk control measures are appropriate and effective 


	Monitoring and evaluating trust performance
	Trustees must monitor the set priorities to ensure progress is being made by:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	measuring the trust’s impact and progress towards its strategic objectives

	§
	§
	§
	.

	ensuring the required policies and procedures are in place and the trust is operating effectively in line with these policies

	§
	§
	§
	.

	holding the senior executive leader to account for standards, financial probity and compliance with agreed policies

	§
	§
	§
	.

	evaluating relevant data and feedback provided by senior executive leaders and external reporting on all aspects of trust performance

	§
	§
	§
	.

	asking challenging questions of the senior executive leader to hold them to account

	§
	§
	§
	.

	ensuring there are policies and procedures in place to deal with complaints effectively


	Contribution to the governing body
	Trustees should ensure they are making a positive and meaningful contribution to the board by:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	attending meetings (typically six full board meetings each year), reading papers and preparing questions for the senior executive leader in advance
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	establishing and maintaining professional relationships with senior executive leaders and colleagues on the board of trustees

	§
	§
	§
	.

	getting to know schools within the trust, including visiting occasionally during school hours

	§
	§
	§
	.

	undertaking induction training and developing knowledge and skills on an ongoing basis


	In trusts with local governance arrangements
	In most medium-sized and larger multi academy trusts, there will be some form of governance below the trust level. In such cases, trustees are responsible for:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	ensuring the trust’s governance structure meets the needs of the trust 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	agreeing clear schemes of delegation, outlining the responsibilities delegated to the senior executive leader and the responsibilities of the board and academy committees
	 
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	ensuring effective communication channels are in place


	9.3  The type of questions governors and trustees ask 
	Asking good questions is at the heart of good governance. Section 6.4 of this guide covers the approach governors and trustees should take to challenge and questioning.
	The following are examples of the type of questions that governors and trustees might ask at full governing board meetings and in committees. 
	Consider how you might use these examples to construct your own questions, specific to your context and the issue you are discussing. They are arranged into groups linked to the core functions of governance. We do not recommend using the questions as they are written because they are too broad and generic.
	A full range of questions for governing boards to ask is available on our Knowledge Centre.
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/questions-to-ask
	

	Core.function.one: Vision, ethos, and strategy
	1. Is our vision ambitious but achievable?
	2.  Have we communicated our vision to the school community?
	3.  Have we agreed a strategy which includes priorities for achieving our vision?
	 

	4.  Do we have a plan in place to monitor progress on our strategic priorities?
	 

	5.  Do we have access to the data and information we need to monitor progress?
	 

	Core.function.two:.Accountability for educational performance 
	1.  How do we ensure our pupils receive a broad and balanced education?
	2.  How well does the curriculum provide for and stretch all pupils? 
	 

	3.  What are we doing to raise standards for all children, and are we making best use of the pupil premium?
	 

	4. How many staff achieved their objectives last year? 
	5.  Are the headteacher’s objectives aligned with school priorities? 
	 

	Core.function.three: Overseeing financial performance
	1.  Are there areas in which we could obtain better value for money from our budget?
	2.  Are we under- or overspending in any areas of the budget? Why is this?
	3. Have we considered all avenues of income generation?
	4. Are we making efficient use of all our financial resources?
	5.  What are the financial risks we need to be aware of?
	Core.function.four: Ensuring the voices of stakeholders are heard
	 

	1.  How well do we keep parents informed and take account of their views? 
	2.  What complaints have we had from parents and what action was taken as a result?
	 

	3.  Does our vision reflect the views of pupils, staff, and parents?
	 

	4.  Do we understand the impact that our decisions have on the school community?
	 

	5.  Have we engaged with stakeholders who may be reluctant to speak up?
	9.4  Additional guidance for academy committees 
	Those serving on academy committees (ie governing at academies within a MAT) have different responsibilities and accountability to the governing boards of LA maintained schools and trust boards in single academy trusts. 
	Why are the responsibilities and accountabilities different? 
	At LA maintained schools and in a SAT, the accountable body in law is the governing board. In a MAT the board of trustees is the accountable body in law for decisions about all schools within the academy trust.
	Accountability cannot be delegated. However, in most cases, the board of trustees delegates some governance and decision-making responsibilities to the academy committee it has established. 
	Sometimes the board of trustees will delegate different responsibilities to different academy committees within their MAT. The board of trustees can amend or remove these responsibilities at any time.
	How are the governance and decision-making responsibilities explained to members of the academy committee?
	The governance and decision-making responsibilities delegated by the board of trustees to their academy committee are set out in a document known as the Scheme of Delegation (SoD). The format and presentation of the SoD will vary amongst MATs. NGA has produced guidance, which includes a model SoD, to help you to understand what it may look like and the kinds of information it might contain.
	 

	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/matschemes
	

	What can academy committee members do to fully understand their role and responsibilities? 
	We recommend that academy committee members:
	§
	§
	§
	§
	.

	Familiarise themselves with their MAT’s SoD.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Read any terms of reference documents provided to supplement the SoD and further clarify the functions of the academy committee.
	 


	§
	§
	§
	.

	Use their induction programme as an opportunity to understand what is delegated to the academy committee and clarify the role of its members.

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Raise it as an issue if they do not see clear alignment with the responsibilities set out in the SoD, and the business conducted by the academy committee. 

	§
	§
	§
	.

	Seek advice as appropriate from your clerk, chair and or the governance professional in the MAT.
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	Glossary
	NGA has produced this guide to help new governors and trustees navigate the specialist terms and abbreviations of the education world. 
	NGA has produced this guide to help new governors and trustees navigate the specialist terms and abbreviations of the education world. 
	 Visit www.nga.org.uk/glossary for an extended version
	


	A
	A
	A

	Academies Academies are publicly funded independent schools. Academies have different governance arrangements from other schools (such as local authority maintained schools)
	Academy committee A committee of the trust board in a multi academy trust (MAT). The role and responsibility of any committee is defined in the MAT’s scheme of delegation. See also LGB
	Academy converter A school which converted to academy status voluntarily (usually high performing at the time of conversion), having previously been a local authority maintained school
	 

	Academy sponsor-led A school which converted to academy status with the support of a sponsor (usually lower performing at the time of conversion)
	Admissions Code A document providing statutory guidance on school admissions with which all schools must comply
	 

	A-level.General.Certificate.of.Education.Advanced.level – usually completed by some 16-18 year-olds after GCSE
	Articles of association The formal governing document for an academy trust that sets out its rules for operating, including the composition of the governing board

	ASP Analyse School Performance – a service, providing schools and other existing user groups with detailed performance analysis to support local school improvement 
	ASP Analyse School Performance – a service, providing schools and other existing user groups with detailed performance analysis to support local school improvement 
	Associate members Individuals appointed by the governing body of a maintained school. They are not governors but are allowed to attend meetings and sit on committees and can be given voting powers. 
	Attainment 8 A headline measure of school performance at GCSE introduced from 2016. Measures the achievement of a pupil across English, maths and six further qualifications (three of which must count in the EBacc measure) 
	Attainment targets These establish what children of different abilities should be expected to know and be able to do by the end of each key stage of the national curriculum
	AWPU Age-weighted pupil unit – the sum of money allocated to the school for each pupil according to age. This is the basic unit of funding for the school
	 


	B
	B
	B

	Baseline assessment Assessment of pupils’ attainment on entry to year 1 – it is not statutory, but many local authorities encourage schools to carry it out
	Board of trustees The governing board of a single academy trust or MAT (also known as trustee board or board of directors)
	 


	Bursar A school’s business professional. The exact role of a bursar varies from school to school but their duties almost always include financial and administrative management and many are involved in strategic planning and risk management
	C
	C

	Capital funding Spending on projects, improvements, and extensions to the school’s land and buildings
	 

	Chair’s action In urgent and specific situations, the chair is allowed to take decisions without asking the governing body. This power is automatic in maintained schools but must be delegated in academies
	Chief.executive.officer The lead professional and head of the executive branch for a group of academies known as a multi academy trust (MAT). Although not a headteacher in any one school, they are ultimately accountable to the governing board for all aspects of the MAT as a whole
	Clerk The clerk provides advice on governance, constitutional and procedural matters. They also offer administrative support to the governing board and relay information on legal requirements
	Collaboration An agreement between two or more schools to work together on one particular issue. The schools keep their individual governing boards, but may set up a joint committee to which they can delegate powers
	Community schools Maintained schools at which the local authority (LA) is the employer, owns the land and buildings and sets the admission criteria 
	Community special schools Maintained schools which make special educational provision for pupils with statements of special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) or education, health and care (EHC) plans, whose needs cannot be fully met from within mainstream provision 
	Competency Framework for Governance A document developed by the DfE, setting out the skills, knowledge and behaviours needed for effective governance
	Co-opted.governor/trustee Appointed by the governing board, on the basis of their skills
	CPD Continuing professional development (for school staff or the governing board)
	D
	D

	Delegated budget Money provided to schools, which governors can manage at their discretion
	Delegated powers Authority given to a committee, an individual governor or the headteacher to act on behalf of the governing board. In multi academy trusts this also refers to powers delegated to academy committees
	DSG Dedicated school grant – funding from central government to the LA, the majority of which is then delegated directly to individual schools through the LA’s funding formula
	E
	E

	EBacc A school performance measure based on achievement of GCSEs in ‘core academic subjects’ of English, maths, history or geography, the sciences and a language
	 

	EBD Emotional and behavioural difficulties
	EHC plans Education, health and care plans detail the education, health and social care support that is to be provided to a child or young person who has SEN or a disability. It is drawn up by the local authority after an EHC needs assessment of the child or young person has determined that an EHC plan is necessary
	ESFA Education and Skills Funding Agency – a single funding agency accountable for funding education and training for children, young people and adults (formerly the EFA and SFA)
	ESO Education supervision order, which LAs may apply for to deal with cases of poor attendance at school
	Ethos The morals, values and beliefs that underpin the school culture
	Ex.officio Able to hold a position on the governing board or attend meetings by virtue of holding a particular office
	Exclusion The temporary or permanent removal of a pupil from school for serious breaches of the school’s behaviour and discipline policy
	Executive.headteacher/leader Unlike a traditional headteacher who leads one school only, an executive headteacher is the lead professional of more than one school; or a lead professional who manages a school with multiple phases; or who has management responsibility significantly beyond that of a single school site
	Extended schools and services Schools that provide a range of services and activities often beyond the school day, to help meet the needs of the pupils, their families and the wider community
	F
	F

	Federation Two or more local authority maintained schools governed by one governing body
	Form of entry The number of classes of 30 children that a school admits each year
	 

	Foundation.governor/trustee Appointed by the foundation board
	 

	Foundation schools Maintained schools in which the governing body is the employer, owns the land and buildings and sets the admission criteria
	Foundation special schools Maintained special schools, which have the same freedoms as foundation schools (see above)
	 

	Foundation stage Curriculum followed by children below statutory school age, in schools and nursery/pre-school provision
	Free school A type of academy, either a new school set up in response to parental demand or a fee-paying school joining the state education system
	FSM Free school meals Pupils are eligible for FSM if their parents receive certain benefits
	Funding agreement The document which sets out the relationship between a single or multi academy trust and the Education and Skills Funding Agency ESFA/Department for Education (DfE)
	G
	G

	GCSE General Certificate of Secondary Education
	Governing board Refers to the board of maintained schools (governing body) and academies/MATs (board of trustees)
	Governing body Refers to the governing body of a maintained school only
	 

	Governor services May be ‘in-house’ or externally commissioned, governor services provide essential support to the governing board which may be in the form of training, advice or clerking services
	H
	H

	Headteacher board Each regional schools commissioner (RSC) has a board of elected headteachers of academies in their area to advise on and scrutinise their decisions
	HLTA Higher level teaching assistant
	HMCI Her Majesty’s chief inspector of schools
	HMI Her Majesty’s inspector
	HSE Health and Safety Executive Britain’s national regulator for workplace health and safety
	I
	I

	IEB Interim Executive Board Appointed by the local authority (LA) or Regional Schools Commissioner (RSC) in accordance with the Education Act 2006 to replace the governing body of a maintained school that is eligible for intervention
	 
	 
	 

	IEP Individual education plan For pupils with special educational needs
	INSET In-Service education and training Courses for teachers and other school staff (often delivered during up to five ‘INSET days’ each academic year when pupils do not attend school)
	Instrument of government A legal document setting out the composition of maintained school governing bodies
	K
	K

	Key stage Key stages 1-4 are the four stages of the national curriculum: KS1 for pupils aged 5-7; KS2 for 7-11; KS3 for 11-14; KS4 for 14-16
	L
	L

	LA Local authority The LA has certain responsibilities regarding education, for example the educational achievement of looked-after children and for school places planning. It also provides other services to schools, and, in many cases, academies
	LA governor Nominated by the LA but appointed by the governing body
	LAC Looked after children. Children who are in care provision. May also refer to children who have been in care at any time in the last six years
	LGB Local governing body A term often used to describe a committee of a trust board for an individual school within a MAT. Sometimes called a local governing committee (LGC). See also academy committee
	Local association A group of governors and trustees from different schools in the local area. They may offer an informal support network for local governors/trustees as well as local events and training opportunities
	M
	M

	Maintained schools Publicly funded schools overseen by the local authority. These schools must follow the national curriculum and national pay and conditions guidelines
	MAT Multi academy trust – where two or more academies are governed by one trust (the members) and a board of trustees (the trustees)
	MAT board Common term for the board of trustees overseeing a multi academy trust 
	Mixed ability A teaching group in which children of all abilities are taught together
	N
	N

	National curriculum This was established by the Education Reform Act 1988 to ensure that all pupils receive a broad and balanced education, which is relevant to their needs. Academies do not need to follow the national curriculum, but many still choose to
	National schools commissioner (NSC) A civil servant responsible for coordinating the work of the eight regional schools commissioners (see RSCs)
	NFF National Funding Formula The standardised formula for school funding allocations across every mainstream state funded school in England
	Non-teaching.(support).staff.Members of the school staff employed to provide services in a school, such as teaching assistants, cleaners and office staff
	NOR Number on roll
	NQT Newly qualified teacher
	O
	O

	Ofqual Office of the Qualifications and Examinations Register – the regulator of examinations and qualifications
	Ofsted Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills – the body which inspects education and training for learners of all ages and inspects and regulates care for children and young people
	P
	P

	PAN Published admissions number The number of children the LA (or governing board of a foundation or voluntary aided school or academy trust) determines must be admitted to any one year group in the school
	Parent.governor/trustee.A parent who is elected to the governing board by the parents of the school’s pupils
	Partnership governor In schools with a religious character, these governors must be appointed with the purpose of preserving and promoting the religious ethos
	PE and sport premium Funding for years 1 to 6 to provide additional PE and sport beyond that already provided in the curriculum
	Peripatetic teacher One who teaches in a number of schools, to give specialist instruction, eg in music
	PFI.Private.finance.initiative Enables local authorities to enter into contracts with the private sector for the provision of new and/or improved capital assets (infrastructure for example) and related services
	PGR Parent governor representative Elected to serve on a local authority committee discharging the education functions of the LA
	PI Performance indicators Sometimes called key performance indicators. Used to evaluate the success of a school or of a particular activity in which it engages
	 

	PPA Planning, preparation and assessment 10% guaranteed non-contact time for teachers
	Progress 8 A headline measure of school performance at GCSE introduced from 2016. It aims to capture the progress a pupil makes from the end of KS2 to the end of KS4
	PRP Performance related pay Schools following the STCPD must now ensure teachers’ pay is linked to their performance
	PRU Pupil referral unit Alternative education provision for pupils unable to attend a mainstream school or special school
	 
	 

	PSP Pastoral support programme Or pupils at serious risk of permanent exclusion
	 

	PTA Parent teacher association Or PSA (parent staff association)
	PTR Pupil/teacher.ratio This is calculated by dividing the number of pupils in a school by the number of full-time equivalent teachers
	Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) The PSED sets out equality matters that schools need to consider when making decisions that affect the school community 
	Pupil premium Funding allocated to schools to support pupils eligible for FSM, in care, or who have parents in the armed forces
	Q
	Q

	QTS Qualified teacher status
	Quorate A meeting is quorate if a sufficient number of members are present. Decisions can only be ratified if a meeting is quorate
	 

	Quorum The minimum number of members present at a meeting before decisions can be made
	 

	R
	R

	Regional schools commissioners (RSCs) Civil servants that act on behalf of the secretary of state. Their responsibilities include intervening in underperforming academies and free schools, making decisions on conversion to academy status, and encouraging and deciding on applications for academy sponsors. There are eight RSCs serving different regions, reporting to the national schools commissioner
	Resolution A formal decision which has been proposed and agreed – not necessarily by a vote – at a meeting
	Revenue funding Revenue funding can be spent to provide services and buy items that will be used within a year. Examples include salaries, heating, lighting, services and small items of equipment
	RSE Relationships and sex education
	S
	S

	SACRE Standing Advisory Council on Religious Education Local statutory board which advises on religious education and collective worship
	SAT Single academy trust
	SATs Standard assessment tasks – used for national curriculum assessment
	Scheme of delegation A document defining the lines of responsibility and accountability in a MAT, sometimes referred to as a roles and responsibilities document
	School business manager A professional employed by a school with responsibility for financial management and often other areas such as human resources and health and safety management. Usually part of the senior leadership team
	 
	 

	School census A statutory return which takes place during the autumn, spring, and summer terms. Maintained schools and academies must take part in the census
	School development plan (SDP) The operational document describing how the school will work towards the strategic priorities set by the governing board (also known as a school improvement plan)
	Schools forum A schools forum has been established in each LA area to advise on the allocation of the funding for schools – the majority of places on this board should be filled by governors and headteachers, preferably in equal numbers
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Secretary of state for education The senior government minister with responsibility for education. Leads the Department for Education
	SENCO SEN coordinator – the teacher responsible for coordinating SEND provision in the school
	SEND Special educational needs and disabilities Learning difficulties for which special educational provision has to be made
	SENDIST Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal
	Senior executive leader (SEL) Academy trusts must appoint a senior executive leader (who may be known as the principal in a single academy trust, or CEO in a MAT, or equivalent) as the accounting officer (AO) for the trust
	 

	Service level agreement (SLA) A contract between a service provider (the local authority or another private sector provider) and a school that defines the level of service expected from the service provider
	Service premium Funding allocated to schools to support pupils whose parents are serving in HM Armed Forces, or have at any time since 2011, or who are in receipt of a child’s pension from the Ministry of Defence
	 
	 

	SFVS Schools.financial.value.standard.A document the governing board completes and submits to the local authority that assesses its financial processes, capabilities and skills
	Short inspection A one-day Ofsted inspection carried out at ‘good’ schools (or special schools, nurseries, and PRUs judged ‘outstanding’)
	Special school For pupils with a statement of special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) or an education, health and care plan, whose needs cannot be fully met from within mainstream provision
	Special unit (or resourced provision) A unit attached to a mainstream school to cater for children with specific special needs
	 

	Sponsor An organisation or person who has received approval from the DfE to support an underperforming academy or group of academies. Examples of sponsors include academies, businesses and charities
	Staff.governor/trustee A member of the governing board elected by those who are paid to work at the school
	STPCD School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Document An annually published document which forms a part of the contract of all teachers and headteachers in maintained schools in England and Wales. Many academies will also follow the STPCD
	Strategic plan The school’s strategic document which sets out a small number of key priorities for the school over the next three to five years. The governing board should take the lead on developing the strategic plan
	Streaming Placing pupils in classes according to their ability across a range of subjects
	T
	T

	TA Teaching assistant
	Teaching schools Schools that work with others to provide CPD for school staff
	Terms of reference Sets out the roles, responsibilities and procedures of a committee 
	TLR Teaching and learning responsibility Payments made to teachers for an additional responsibility
	Trust deed The deed by which a voluntary aided or a voluntary controlled school has been established
	Trustee board The governing board of a single academy trust or MAT (also known as board of trustees)
	V
	V

	Value added (VA) The progress schools help pupils make relative to their individual starting points – rather than looking at raw results VA also takes into account the prior attainment, thus enabling a judgment to be made about the effect of the school on pupils’ current attainment
	Vertical grouping Classes formed (in primary schools) with children of different age groups
	Virement The agreed transfer of money from the budget line/heading to which it has been allocated to another budget line/heading
	Virtual school headteacher Looked-after children are on a virtual school roll, and each local authority employs an experienced teacher to oversee the educational progress of all children under the care of that particular LA. The virtual school headteacher has the specialist knowledge to provide extra support to designated teachers. They also work with professionals in the Children’s Services department of the council and with all schools in the area to promote the education of children in care
	Vision The school’s vision should, in a few sentences, describe what the school will look like in three to five years’ time
	Voluntary aided (VA) A school set up and owned by a voluntary board, usually a church board, largely financed by the LA
	 

	Voluntary controlled (VC) Usually a denominational school wholly maintained but with certain residual rights regarding religious worship
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